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THE VALUE OF THIS REPORT
HOW TO RECEIVE & HONOR THE VALUE
This PDFis open for anyone to download at 

CosmoMuse.com 

Although it is free to download, I do want the value of it to be felt. I’ve learned that
when things come free, they don’t impact us much and we don’t get the value that 
it may have contributed to our lives. We have to honor things that bring us worth. 

Below are three options that are easy and quick.

1) I already know I love what you do and want to value this document as I receive it. I know I’ll use it 
religiously.

We love you back!! Please Venmo  @cosmomuse  or  PayPal  allie@cosmomuse.com between $6-12 in 
accordance with your budget and how much you think you’ll use this.

2) I’m interested. I have intentions to use this but I need to see how it goes.

This is great. Give this a whirl. If it works for you, send a dollor or two each time it makes a difference in your life
Venmo @cosmomuse  or  PayPal  allie@cosmomuse.com
If it doesn’t end up working for you, tell a friend who you think will adore it. No sweat lost on either side.  

3) I’m just curious. I don’t really get this, or I konw I won’t use it well.

I welcome this. I love the beginners and curious onlookers. Welcome. 
Please enjoy this free as something that sparks a small curiosity.

© CosmoMuse 2019
All right reserved
Please do not copy or use 
any part of this without
full permission.
By Allie Kesler of CosmoMuse 



WELCOME
Do you crave a di�erent connection to time? A
more natural and sustainable rhythm to your life? 
At CosmoMuse, Mystically in Season is the motto 
and I love the depth and relationship to lifestyle 
that our lens with astrology has gifted. 

This report is what I would label the cli� notes to 2019’s 
Seasonal Astrology. It’s broken down into three sections 
that help bring awareness to the very subtle longer-term 
cycles that this year is being influenced by (cosmic tone), 
the universal rhythms that the seasons helps us align with 
(collective tone), and our more personal ebb and flow of 
energy broken down by sign (personal tone). A lens is given  
to each sign’s ruling planet, planets visiting their sign, and  
how the sun and moon’s rhythms create opportunity to  
balance and harmonize our lives, unique to each sign. Enjoy! 
 

XO,
Allie 

Lo

COSMIC

COLLECTIVE

PERSONAL

COSMIC SECTION 
This is the shortest yet most
complex section. Don’t feel the need 
to fully grasp what’s presented here,
but do print out the 2019 biorhythm
chart and watch it throughout the 
year. Due to the moon’s orbital tilt 
and how it slowly shifts each year, 
subtlety can be utilized.      

COLLECTIVE SECTION 
This section follows the Northern
Hemisphere’s seasons through the 
unique light that both the sun and 
moon‘s rhythms bring each month.
At the start of each month, print 
out the biorhythm chart and note
how it aligns for you. Use the weekly
summaries for added context.   

PERSONAL SECTION 
Find the section for both your sun 
and rising sign. Read up about how 
your personal planet is focusing you 
through the 4 seasons. Revisit this 
often as well as print out your 
personal monthly solar-lunar pages to 
see how you are being asked to reach 
in the light and grow in your depths. 



COSMIC   TONE

This winter is abnormally 
peaceful and mild. 

This section shows the subtle shifts
we feel in a typical season. It’s 
very much so a background tone.
You have to observe, pay 
attention, and distill the things 
that make this season distinct
from the same one of prior years.  

Lo



Ecliptic 
(Sun's apparent path through the solar year)

Moon’s approximate orbital path during 2019

Tropic of Cancer

Tropic of Capricorn

Equator

December 21st 
Sun marks Winter Solstice

June 21st 
Sun marks Summer Solstice

January 16th | 26 Degrees Capricorn 
The sun crosses the moon’s
south node where its orbit  
begins to shift south of the 
ecliptic, emphasizing a need 
for focus on others as eclipses 
push the  Capricorn houses in 
all of our charts toward more 
compromise and outer 
world exchanges. 

September 21st 
Sun marks Autumn Equinox

April 12th | 22 Degrees Aries  
The sun reaches the lunar orbit’s
most southward bend, 5 degrees 
below the ecliptic, where it then 
begins to shift north toward the 
 ecliptic again. This shows that
our Aries houses will be under
a lot of pressure and responsibility
in April. 

March 21st 
Sun marks Spring Equinox

Ax
is

July 9th | 17 Degrees Cancer  
The sun crosses the moon’s
north node where its orbit  
begins to shift north of the 

ecliptic, emphasizing a need 
for focus on new personal 
passions as eclipses push 

 the Cancer houses in all of 
 our charts toward new energy  

 and fresh 19-year paths. 

October 6th | 13 Degrees Libra  
The sun reaches the lunar orbit’s

most northward bend, 5 degrees 
above the ecliptic where it 

begins to shift south toward the 
 ecliptic. This shows that

our Libra houses will be ripe
and nurtured with a lot of

stability and personal growth.
. 

SOLI - LUNAR LIVING  
Just as the sun goes through times of being aligned, above, and below our equator (creating our four seasons), the moon has an orbit that shifts from being aligned, above, and below 
the ecliptic (the sun’s apparent path around the earth). But, oppositely, the sun’s apparent movement follows the same path each year while the moon’s orbital tilt shifts alignment of 
its high, low, and crossing of the ecliptic by 30 degrees (or one sign of the zodiac) every 18-months. The two points where the moon crosses the ecliptic are called the north and south 
nodes, determining the timing of our 4 to 5 yearly eclipses. Just as the four seasonal solar markers of high, low, and aligned to the equator mark certain themes of daylight and 
temperature, the moon’s four markers show the emotional 19-year progression that each sign is going through—so where we are experiencing endings & new beginnings, fertile and 
maturing growth, having to become more sharing and compromising, and where we are solidifying with the pressures through outer world responsibility.  



Soli-Lunar Flow of 2019
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Energetics of 2019
This is a different view of the previous chart showing the vital (solar) and emotional (lunar) flow of the year. We always feel new energy in spring,
maturing and fruitfulness in summer, refection and sharing in autumn, and greater exhaustion in winter. But from year to year there are variations
that bring greater or lesser energy and a fluctuating quality of mood to these phases—which is what the lunar patterns can show.

This chart indicates that winter will start out with balance and a reflective quality of sharing and equalizing, but a growing in�tensity will occur as we
move further into our season of release. As we reach spring, a lot of pressure is upon us that will likely bring greater stress than usual. Just as we
reach summer solstice a feeling of exhaustion, yet softening, will be felt. We finally turn a corner with mood lightening up after July 9th, giving way to a
summer of new beginnings. As we reach autumn equinox, energy is greater than normal as we feel a lot of connection. Pushing into mid and late autumn

we will find a more fruitful growth in our lives. As we end 2019, we may feel our greatest sense of rhythm and purpose.      
 

(C
apricorn
Season)



COLLECTIVE   TONE

Spring is almost here. I can
feel the energy rising. 

This section show the seasonal vibration
that is known to us and that we can 
easily notice, but may not think about
everyday. It’s spring for several months
so we relax into its pace. It’s in the 
background, and we have an awareness 
of it as it has a similar effect on the 
collective mood.   

Lo



PHASES OF THE MOON
8 PHASES 

Aside from the slowly evolving tilt of the moon’s orbit that gives a bigger picture 
understanding of the year’s ebb and �ow, we also have the monthly lunar cycle that is 

felt more directly. In this next section we take a by-month look at how the moon phases 
are stacked up against the sun’s seasonal energies. 

If you have one of our Seasonal Astrology Guides, you may �nd that my perspective
on the lunar phases has shifted. I’ve been observing and testing and feel a lot more

resonance with the Pagan belief that the New Moon is aligned with the tone of Capricorn
 energy (as opposed to my previous alignment with Aries energy). Just as the sun reaches 
the Tropic of Capricorn (Winter Solstice/Capricorn Season), shifting us from the Northern 
Hemisphere’s longest night toward days slowly growing in strength, similarly a new day 
starts at midnight when we are fully turned from the sun, beginning our journey back 
toward light.  The same feels true of the New Moon being in its darkest phase, ready to 

slowly gain more light. 

My experiences in testing a few versions of lunar phase theories has led me to feel 
very connected to the one I introduce in the following pages.  

       
. 



NEW MOON  
In the cool darkness, the sun and

moon are in alignment, making it a strong
time for intention setting and planting seeds. 

CRESCENT MOON  
Integration of detached observation  
helps us to break down old barriers 

and surrender baggage as
we feel more tired. 

WAXING GIBBOUS MOON  
A sureness of Self brings more 

pleasure, connection, and movement. 
. 

FULL MOON  
Our emotions are at their strongest, fully re�ecting the sun’s yang energy. We feel growth and 

fertility, seeking security OR recognizing that something no longer has enough chi to move forward.  
. 

WANING GIBBOUS  
Dark yin energy begins to creep 

back in, triggering us to mature and �nd 
personal style and purpose while we still have 

strong yang energy to give us emotional vitality.  
. 

LAST QUARTER MOON  
As yin energy begins to

 overtake emotion, we �nd 
balance by both turning 

inward & recognizing what 
we  have to exchange in the 

outer world. This gives us
re�ned elegance and 

survival skills.     
. 

FIRST QUARTER MOON  
Growing light helps us

to �nd greater personal
assertion and clarity. 

. 

BALSAMIC MOON  
Darkening mood leads to the

depth of our inner selves. We crave
 to share what we see in our mysteries

 in order to �nd control and 
 visionary perspective.  

. 
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JANUARY 2019
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Energetic Flow of January

1st - 4th: Share your ideas and visions with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and hopes. Nurture 
yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Chose a guiding star.

5th - 12th: There’s no better time to make New Year’s Resolutions with the sun and moon aligning in our acheivemnt oriented sign. This 
eclipse will push us to compromise more in our exchanges of authority and responsibility in the world. Harmonize. Relax and detach 
into lower energy levels but be aware of greater intuition and inspiration as you let go of old baggage.

14th - 19th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of Self. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some 
steps. As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your authority.  

20th - 26th:   Just as Aquarius Season starts, we also dive into eclipse season with endings and beginnings around our presence and 
creative command. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

27th - 31st:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our relationships. Outer 
world questions of integrity and alignment will come up.      



FEBRUARY 2019
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Energetic Flow of February

1st - 3rd:  Share your ideas and visions of progress with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

4th - 11th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around groups, co-creation, and friendships with the 
  sun and moon aligning in innovative Aquarius. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration
  feel heightened and healing.

12th - 18th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of Self. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
  As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your originality.  

19th - 25th:   Just as Pisces Season starts, we also dive into a Virgo Full Moon with a feeling of growth or letting go around our 
  daily rhythms, work, and purpose. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

26th - 28th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions of forgiveness and symbolism movements will come up.      
 



MARCH 2019
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Energetic Flow of March

1st - 5th:  Share your ideas and visions of oneness with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

6th - 13th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around releasing, art, and spirituality with the 
  sun and moon aligning in compassionate Pisces. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration
  feel heightened and healing.

14th - 19th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of Self. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
  As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your connection to the cosmos.  

20th - 26th:   Just as Aries Season starts, we also dive into a Libra Full Moon with a feeling of growth or letting go around our 
  relationships, balance, and elegance. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

27th - 31st:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around identity and agency will come up.      
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Energetic Flow of April

1st - 4th:  Share your ideas and visions of self-trust with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

5th - 11th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around Self and personal passions with the sun and 
  moon aligning in assertive Aries. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened 
  and healing.

12th - 18th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of Self. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. As 
   the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify new beginings and ceneter in you.  

19th - 25th:   Taurus Season starts right after we dive into a rare second Libra Full Moon with a feeling of growth or letting go around our 
  relationships, balance, and elegance. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

26th - 30th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around values and finances will come up.      
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Energetic Flow of May

1st - 3rd:  Share your ideas and visions of beauty with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

4th - 10th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around self-worth and income with the sun and 
  moon aligning in material Taurus. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened 
  and healing.

11th - 17th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of value. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. As 
   the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your senses and simple pleasures.  

18th - 25th:   Busy Gemini Season starts a few days after the Scorpio Full Moon with a feeling of growth or letting go around our shared  
  resources, psychology, and intimacy. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

26th - 31st:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around information and connection will come up.      
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Energetic Flow of June

1st - 2nd:  Share your ideas and visions of belonging with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

3rd - 8th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around connections and the mind with the sun and 
  moon aligning in mercurial Gemini. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened 
  and healing.

9th - 16th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of curiosity. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. As 
   the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your paradoxes and communities.  

17th - 24th:   Soulful Cancer Season and summer start days after the Sagittarius Full Moon with a feeling of growth or letting go around  
  beliefs, stories, and seeking. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

25th - 30th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around security and family will come up.      
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Energetic Flow of July
1st :   Share your ideas and visions of security with the world to bring a more well-rounded perspective to your beliefs and 
               hopes. Nurture yourself a little more as the light of the moon wanes and nights are dark and long. Choose a guiding star.

2nd - 8th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around home and comfort with the sun and moon 
  aligning in nurturing Cancer. A solar eclipse will bring some endings and beginnings around home and family themes.
  Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

9th - 15th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of intuition. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. As 
   the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your emotions and subconscious.  

16th - 23rd:   The Capricorn lunar eclipse of responsibility brings a feeling of growth or letting go around position and authority. During 
   this eclipse, we’ll experience an intuitive need to find more compromise and fairness. The 22nd brings our season of creativity.  

24th - 30th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around generosity and command will come up.
 
31st:    There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around creativity and leadership with the sun and moon 
  aligning in star powered Leo. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.
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Energetic Flow of August

1st - 6th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around love and command with the sun and moon 
  aligned in magnanimous Leo. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

7th - 14th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of generosity. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps.  
   As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your warmth and creative flair.  

15th - 22nd:   The Aquarius Full Moon brings a feeling of growth or letting go around our friendships, groups, collaborations, humanity, 
  and our progressive spirit. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

23rd - 29th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around wholeness and habits will come up. We also begin the Virgo solar season of processes. 
 
30th - 31st:   There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around daily rhythms and work with the sun and moon 
  aligning in purposeful Virgo. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.
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Energetic Flow of September

1st - 4th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around ritual and daily rhythms with the sun and moon 
  aligned in refining Virgo. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

5th - 12th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of process. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
   As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your wholeness and purpose.  

13th - 20th:   The Pisces Full Moon brings a feeling of growth or letting go around our art, inspiration, glamour, compassion, forgiveness 
  and our oneness with all. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

21st - 27th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around balance will come up. We also begin autumn and the Libra solar season of harmonizing. 
 
30th - 31st:   There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around relationships and fairness with the sun and moon 
  aligning in balancing Libra. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.
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Energetic Flow of October

1st - 4th:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around balance and elegance with the sun and moon 
  aligned in relational Libra. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

5th - 12th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of exchange. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
   As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your fairness and consideration.  

13th - 20th:   The Aries Full Moon brings a feeling of growth or letting go around our identity, self-trust, personal passions, agenda  
  and sense of Self. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

21st - 26th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around power and sharing will come up. We also begin the Scorpio solar season of mystery. 
 
27th - 31st:   There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around intimacy and empowerment with the sun& moon 
  aligning in powerful Scorpio. Relax and detach into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.
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Energetic Flow of November

1st - 3rd:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around precision and psychology with the sun and moon 
  aligned in powerful Scorpio. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

4th - 11th:   Feel into growing energy and sense of resource sharing. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
   As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your blocks and your power.  

12th - 18th:   The Taurus Full Moon brings a feeling of growth or letting go around values, self-worth, income, possessions, sensuality,
  and simple pleasures. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

19th - 25th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions around seeking and good-will will come up. We also begin the Sagittarius solar season of vision. 
 
26th - 30th:   There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around beliefs and seeking with the sun and moon 
  aligning in optimistic Sagittarius. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.
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Capricorn Solar Season

Sagittarius Solar Season

Full Moon | High Emotion

VITAL
QUALITY

EMOTIONAL
QUALITY

Gemini
Full 

Moon

Capricorn
Solar

Season
(Winter Solstice)

3

Pisces
1st Quarter
Moon

Virgo
Last Quarter

Moon

Capricorn
New
Moon
(Solar Eclipse)

New Moon | Low Emotion

Energetic Flow of December

1st - 2nd:      There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around seeking new horizons with the sun and moon 
  aligned in adventurous Sagittarius. Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.

3rd - 10th:   Feel into a growing energy and sense of exploration. Get clear about what you want and be brave in taking some steps. 
   As the light of the moon begins to increase, this is your week to get a lot done. Identify your visionary aim and faith.  

11th - 17th:   The Gemini Full Moon brings a feeling of growth or letting go around communication, community, ideas, connection
  and belonging. During a full moon week we are faced with a need to mature and attend to adulting. 

18th - 24th:   Relationships and sharing become prominent as we start to consider others, finding trust and depth in our exchanges. 
  Outer world questions of integrity and authority will arise. We also begin winter and the Capricorn’s season of achievement. 
 
25th - 31st:   There’s no better time to make focused and dedicated intentions around aspirations and position with the sun and moon 
  aligning in respected Capricorn. This is a solar eclipse that will ask us to step further into the world yet compromise more. 
  Relax into lower energy levels as intuition and inspiration feel heightened & healing.



PERSONAL   TONE

I am so energetic and 
productive this month. 
The sun is feeding my
creativity and I feel alive.  

This section shows the day-to-day 
ebbs and flows that the different 
signs may experience. It takes into
consideration how the seasons 
affect us based on where in our
chart focus is highlighted. We are
very aware of this energy, but we
don’t necessarily share it in common 
with those around us.   

*READ FOR BOTH SUN AND RISING SIGNS

Lo



LIVING ORGANICALLY WITH 
THE SEASONS OF ASTROLOGY 

THE PLANETS AS RULERS AND TIMERS 
Each sing is ruled by a planet (sometimes two). By
watching the movements of these cosmic bodies, 
we can get in a rhythm with the things we are meant
to be focusing on and developing in our lifetime. I 
always watch both my sun sign planetary ruler (I’m a
Virgo so Mercury holds the keys to my vital strings) and 
rising sign ruler (I’m a Sagittarius rising so Jupiter’s  
movements hold the keys to the development and 
rhythms of my assertion, identity, and passions). 

SEED ENERGY    NEW MOON
Where the sun and moon align to make a new moon each solar season (30 days), there is a 
certain spotlight on a part of our charts demanding that we stand tall against pressures of
the world and uphold integrity. This is akin to the highest reaching branches of a tree and is 
when we are put under pressure around achievements over the past year, as well as find new heights 
that we aspire to reach over the next year. 
WINTER ENERGY  CHRONOS & KAIROS

We predominantly live by chronological and linear time,
Chronos, these days. But by not balancing more cyclical and 
opportune timing that living in-tune with the rhythms of the
 cosmic bodies o�ers, we pile on stress and hit our heads
 against blocks and bad timing. Seasonal Astrology can help
 us balance the two, with a connection to Kairos timing. 

SOLAR-LUNAR SEEDING & BLOSSOMING
AS A WAY TO STAY BALANCED
Every month we get a chance to bring more solidi�ed
and responsible energy to one part of our chart (where
the new moon falls), while another part of our chart gets 
to nurture itself and seek security and depth (where the full
moon falls). The �rst and last quarter moons of a month
help to bring balance but these two soli-lunar alignments
are where we are tightening and the spokes of our life, like
a wheel, and are what allow us to give attention to all of the 
areas we need in order to tune into the cycles of our nature.  
 

BLOSSOMING ENERGY     FULL MOON
This tells where roots underground are ripe for feeding, allowing the life just above ground to also
benefit. We need to tap into intuition in this dark place, but there is fertility, depth, and richness. It
is subtle, but we feel it in profound ways at the full moon of each solar season, when the sun and
moon are in opposition. This is 6-months from the new moon of the same full moon sign. This
can also show where something just won’t grow (newly or any further) and we need to let go. 
SUMMER ENERGY 



ARIES
March 21 - April 19

THE RAM
1ST SIGN | FIRE | CARDINAL (initiator)
EARLY SPRING ENERGY

You dive head first into everything you do bringing much illuminated clarity, similar to a sunrise and a young babe who 
knows exactly what they want and when they want it. You teach us all about the importance of having personal 
passion, boundaries, and being centered in Self where great self-trust is formed. 



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planet, Mars, is moving and affecting you through 2019. The best news is that he will be 
retrograde-free. The second best news is that compared to last year, you will have a lot of time for personal passions and growth. Last year, 
your ruler was moving through end of autumn and winter signs, creating a lot of intensity, outer world pressures, and near the end, com-
plete exhaustion. This may have allowed you to let go of some baggage, bringing needed healing and preparation for a new slate. This year, 
until mid-autumn, it’s all about you! Just how you like it ;)

Winter:  Hallelujah! Mars moves into your home sign of Aries on New Year’s Eve night, igniting a new 2-year cycle. You will feel this prominently 
at some point before February 14th (depending on your sun or rising sign’s degree). Pay attention to personal passions that surface as they 
will be the seeds of your next couple year journey. On February 12th, your ruler meets up with Uranus, rebel planet, for a surprise of sorts, 
just as he’s ready to leave a 7-year tour of your sign. Friends as well as erratic happenings have played prominently in your life since 2011 with 
this collaborative planet having been centered in your sign. This date may show you how big of a deal that’s been. On February 15th you will 
feel Mars’ move into Taurus and your 2nd house. This will get you in touch with your 5 earthy senses and help you to refresh how you find 
value, self-worth, and income, as well as how you care for possessions and enjoy the simple pleasures of life. It’s a great time to ground, slow 
down, and see what you truly honor. 
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2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

MARS



             
Spring:  On March 31st, your planetary ruler, Mars, will move into the agile and intellectual sign of Gemini. This will get you moving, mingling, 
connecting, communicating, and making things happen. This house in your chart is made for helping to solve inner paradoxes, finding greater 
inner and outer belonging. As we awaken with greater energy during the first shoots of green and eggs hatching, your personal solar season 
will be one filled with blossoming beauty. Adding spice to the mix, Mercury, planet of the mind and connection will move into your sign on 
April 17th through to May 6th. This will add physical movement and ideas to rev your motor into hyper drive. A very youthful feeling could 
have you tackling a lot of things that you’ve pushed to the back burner as well as dreaming up new things that energize your spirit. On 
April 20th until May 15th, Venus joins Mercury in your sign, boosting self-confidence, love, creating a lovely opening for you to update your 
look and personal glow, should you like. New beauty products, clothes, and hair changes could have you feeling polished and adored. On May 
5th an opposition to Jupiter will have you curious about what’s outside of your perspective. Perspective from someone or something you’re 
unfamiliar with could push you to broaden your ideals and truths. Come May 16th after both Mercury and Venus move on, having finished 
reviving your mind and heart, Mars will also shift into a new section of your chart. In Cancer through the rest of spring, you may become 
a bit more vulnerable as you seek greater security in home, family, and the roots of your life that sustain you. Imagination, intuition, and 
soulful emotions will start to push you into a phase of wanting to mature and sustain some things that you’ve been busy dreaming up 
earlier in the year. Lose yourself in daydream, spruce up your home, tend to some self-care so that you can also nurture those you consider 
family, and feel the strength that all of these things give to your life. On June 12th as your ruler crosses over the North Node, pay attention 
to themes that come up. There will be an eclipse here one month later that will create some big new begining around themes of security, 
home, and family. The days surrounding June 18th hold a lot of energy for you. A meet-up between your ruler and Mercury in Cancer ignites 
a lot of movement and questions around security and comfort in your life. At the same time Saturn and Pluto will be in opposition from 
Capricorn. There could be people or circumstances in your life that are placing pressure on your sense of stability. How is your position in the 
world blocked or hidden, needing some uprooting in order to confront things that need to evolve? 

Summer:  More fun is in store as July rolls around. Mars will shine brightly in the sign of Leo, putting you into the spotlight. This will be a 
month to play, love, and lead. Find your backbone, stand strong as all eyes will gaze your way. In Leo, you can find your stylized presence, 
your creative flair, and your way of being warm and generous with those in your sphere. Others will be drawn to you due to your warmth 
and generosity, and kids could become a greater part of you life. On August 18th a move into Virgo will see you in the final phase of the 
self-focused area of the zodiac. An emphasis will be placed on getting your daily rhythms honed in order to find your sense of wholeness. 
Work and wellness processes will feel important helping you to create purpose in your life. It’s through the small daily weaving that you tend 
to where, over time, you create great systems and purpose in your life. Find beauty in this rather then getting caught up in the details and 
criticisms as you refine your life. On September 1st, the sun will meet up with Mars, once again placing you in the spotlight for a day or two. 
Your purpose and lifestyle could feel important or of interest to those around you at this time. What are you doing that is making you feel 
good and well that you can share with those interested?

Autumn:  October 4th through November 18th, Mars will traverse your polar sign of Libra, asking that you compromise, consider, and trust 
others. It will be a time of finding greater balance and harmony in your relationships and experiencing the elegance that this can bring your 
way. Between November 19th and the end of the year, a move to Scorpio could bring up some intensity and entanglements that need you 
to uproot and face some blocks to your empowerment. Sharing and merging your resources will have you learning more about your sense of 
control and power.  



 1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority you’ve honed over the 
past year and find renewed focus around mastery 
and steep goals. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
authority. Set intentions around aspirations in the 
world. Integrate a rhythm that will help you find 
wholeness in your position and authority. 

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge how you’ve progressed your sense 
of humanity over the past year and find renewed 
focus around being open-minded.
.

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture newly forming 
personal creativity in your roots to ground and find 
soulful stability in your life. Let go of anything your 
heart’s giving energy to that’s unsustainable.

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Achievement

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intuition
Home
Family
Nurturing

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendships
Goodwill
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Presence
Leadership
Joy

January |  Openings
ARIES



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge how you’ve progressed your sense of 
humanity over the past year and align with re-
newed focus to being open-minded. 

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions for 
connecting with the groups in your life and around 
how you can contribute to humanity and your fu-
ture with an elegant balance. 

February | Fresh Air 

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge what needs compassion in your life. 
Loosen your grip and let go of complexities. Align 
with the flow of the universe for fresh life.
.

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the practicalities 
of your life and your inner critic with a light touch. 
Find the value of your work and wellness and show 
them slow, private honor. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendships
Goodwill
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Presence
Leadership
Joy

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Recuperation
Meaning
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Wholeness
Usefulness
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm

ARIES



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge what needs compassion in your life. 
Loosen your grip and let go of complexities. Align 
with the flow of the universe for fresh life.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around gentleness, letting go of baggage, surren-
dering to greater powers, and plugging into cosmic 
energy where healing and inspiration live. 

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
It’s your season of rebirth as the sun puts a spot-
light on you, reviving your life with new clarity, pas-
sion, and fresh paths opening up to you.

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in your 
relational life. Fertile soils are alive with sustenance 
to feed your balance. Nurture or let go of harmoniz-
ing that’s unable able to grow. 

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Recuperation
Meaning
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Wholeness
Usefulness
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm

SEED ENERGY
Agenda
Persona Passion
Self-Trust
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Cooperation
Relationship
Other-Trust
Harmonizing

March  | Gentleness
ARIES



1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
It’s your season of rebirth as the sun puts a 
spotlight on you, reviving your life with new clarity, 
passion, and fresh paths opening up to you.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
what you want for you. Detox, spring clean, and 
center with breath to identify what’s arising around 
Self. A new yearly cycle is starting. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, and 
listen. Slow your pace and enjoy how these bring 
you in touch with earth and material life.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis in needing 
to nurture your relationships. 

SEED ENERGY
Agenda
Persona Passion
Self-Trust
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Cooperation
Relationship
Other-Trust
Harmonizing

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Sensuality
Personal Income

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Sharing
Psychology
Empowerment

April  | Cyclical 
ARIES



May  | Creativity
ARIES

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, 
and listen. Slow your pace and enjoy how these 
bring you in touch with material creativity.

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
connecting to the value of your life and how you 
possess, spend, budget, and earn. Relax in order to 
find pleasure in your intentions. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and information are swirling with revived 
energy as this season rolls in. Get out and connect 
in your community to help your ideas bloom. 
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
how you share and find intimacy in your life. Be 
imaginative and vulnerable in your private founda-
tions to see what lies in your depths. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-worth
Pleasure
Sensuality
Personal Income

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Sharing
Psychology
Empowerment

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Community
Connection
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Faith
Expansion
Visionary Aim



June  | Harmonious 
ARIES

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and information are swirling with revived 
energy as this season rolls in. Get out and connect 
in your community to help your ideas blossom.   

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding greater alignment with your communities to 
grow how you feel belonging and inner harmony. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer has you turning a corner, focusing on your 
maturity and ability to create security and safety 
in your life. Some vulnerability may surface, but this 
will trigger you to find the path toward deeper roots 
and stability. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access 
to deep intuition and private growth in your under-
standing of the greater world and your philosophy 
of how you fit into in. 

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Community
Connection
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Faith
Expansion
Visionary Aim

SEED ENERGY
Roots
Intuition
Home
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Aspiration
Authority
Structure
Responsibility



1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer has you turning a corner, focusing on your 
maturity and ability to create security and safety 
in your life. Some vulnerability may surface, but this 
will trigger you to seek stability.

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is com-
ing alive in your home life with this eclipse. You may 
need to let go of old baggage to clearly see the 
openings that are starting to surface. 

SEED ENERGY
Roots
Intuition
Home
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Aspiration
Authority
Structure
Responsibililty

July  | Clarify
ARIES

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on you as the sun lights up more 
playfulness, creativity, and warmth in your life. Take 
the lead in something and allow yourself to shine.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Use your in-
tuition to feel subtle and relational growth taking 
place in your career aims. Nurture the things that 
are sticking and gently let go of what’s not.

SEED ENERGY
Star Power
Creativity
Presence
Leadership

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration



August  | Rosebuds
ARIES

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on you as the sun lights up more 
playfulness, creativity, and warmth in your life. Take 
the lead in something and allow yourself to shine.

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh and bold 
creativity coming to life in you. Check-in with your 
heart and make intentions around how it wants to 
shine and feel seen. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
The time has come to get to work and be produc-
tive. This season will have you looking for efficiency 
and to trim any fat from your schedule. Focus on 
wholeness vs perfection.

5th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Find a softness for 
the groups and friendships in your life and nurture 
the subtle growth of collaborations or innovative 
notions feeling soulful. 

SEED ENERGY
Star Power
Creativity
Presence
Leadership

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration

SEED ENERGY
Rhythm
Lifestyle
Work
Usefulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Dreams
Fluidity
Compassion
Inspiration

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your ability to 
be organic and holistic in how you produce. Make 
intentions to create rhythm and systems to your 
day—or processes that are whole vs perfect. 



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
The time has come to get to work and be produc-
tive. This season will have you looking for efficiency 
and to trim any fat from your schedule. Focus on 
wholeness vs perfection.

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture the side 
of you that is tender and flexible with life. Allow this 
to bring stability and grounding while the sun has 
you reaching into intricate work.

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance sweeps in as the nights start to overtake 
the days. This is a time to focus on listening and 
dialogging with others. Make time for relationships 
and exchange with giving & receiving.

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your coopera-
tive abilities. Make intentions to find harmony and 
peace both inside and outside of yourself. Aesthetic 
and relational balance are on offer.

SEED ENERGY
Rhythm
Lifestyle
Work
Usefulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Dreams
Fluidity
Compassion
Inspiration

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Fairness
Give & Receive

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-trust
Personal Passions
Agenda
Assertion

September  | Flexibility
ARIES



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance sweeps in as the nights start to overtake 
the days. This is a time to focus on listening and 
dialogging with others. Open your heart and feel its 
gifts as more exchange takes place. 

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into a soft, intuitive 
fullness around Self and your personal passions. 
Nurture the things growing deep inside of you and 
let go of the things unable to anchor in your pulse. 

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
This is a season to dig into the hidden depths with-
in. Investigate mysteries. They’ll lead you to blocks 
that need witnessing in order to uproot. Feel greater 
empowerment by sharing. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with an empow-
ered flow. Make intentions to transform by uproot-
ing anything blocking your life-force and sharing 
deeply with others. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Fairness
Give & Receive

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Trust
Personal Passions
Agenda
Assertion

SEED ENERGY
Intimacy
Entanglement
Sharing
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Simple Pleasures
Value
Slow Living

October  | Heart Gifts
ARIES



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
This is a season to dig into the hidden depths 
within. Investigate mysteries. They’ll lead you to 
blocks you need to witness in order to uproot. 
Feel greater empowerment by sharing and purging.  

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in your 
depths for your senses and ability to honor your 
personal worth. Care for what is feeling growth in 
your values and release the unsustainable. 

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism will start to feel the sun’s 
rays encouraging you to be daring. Seek outside of 
your horizons for great journeys and wisdom build-
ing paths to explore. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
solid sense of pushing your comfort zone and 
broadening your horizons. Make intentions to find 
new optimism and adventure.

SEED ENERGY
Intimacy
Entanglement
Sharing
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Simple Pleasures
Value
Slow Living

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Expansion
Belief
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Belonging
Communication

November  | Detox
ARIES



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism will start to feel the sun’s 
rays encouraging you to be daring. Seek outside of 
your horizons for great journeys and wisdom build-
ing paths to explore.  

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
around your connection to community and commu-
nication. Nurturing what’s taking root and let go of 
unsustainable connections. 

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
This is your season to recognize your solidity and 
accept both praise or criticism for your authority 
and integrity. Focus, shoulder responsibility, and ac-
cept pressures with grace. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
reliable and responsible self, but be mindful of com-
promise and cooperation. Make intentions to be 
harmonious in new authority sought.

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Expansion
Belief
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Belonging
Communication

SEED ENERGY
Authority
Career
Position
Responsibility

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Nurturing
Soulfulness

December  | Peaceful
ARIES



TAURUS
April 20 - May 19

THE BULL
2ND SIGN | EARTH | FIXED (stubborn)
MID SPRING ENERGY

Digging your heels in, you know how to slow down, savor every moment with your 5 earthy senses, and value the material 
world of form and beauty. You teach us all about the importance of finding pleasure in simple quality and being confident in 
using our voices. With the energy of a spring child, wonder is alive in nature’s every corner. You know how to value life.    



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planet, Venus, is moving and affecting you through 2019. The most poignant news is 
that she will be retrograde-free. Not shown in the chart is another rhythm that Venus makes as either a morning or evening star which 
will affect your general tone. Starting out in 2019, Venus will be seen in the skies as a morning star, or Lucifer (light bearer). In this phase 
through to mid-June when she disappears into the sun’s brightness, this makes you more youthful and expressive of your emotions and 
sensuality. After Venus disappears, making a superior conjunction to the sun on August 14th in Leo, she will reappear several weeks later, in 
early October, as the evening star, or Hesperus. This will make you feel more mature, in control of your emotions and values, focusing them 
inward rather than letting them rush out of you unfiltered. Use the first half of the year to be more free and expressive, the third quarter 
(summer) to find balance between self and other, and the last quarter of the year to find depth in your values and emotional goals. Gen-
erate elegant exchange through sharing and allow vulnerability to rise to your surface. This will help you to embrace the broader exposure 
coming your way in autumn as well as to loosen your grip for greater compromise and harmonizing.  

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

VENUS



Winter:  During the winter months, Venus, your planetary ruler, will be moving through the signs of Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, and Aquar-
ius. These are autumn and winter signs that indicate a need to share and be civilized amidst outside similarities and differences. Also travel-
ing through your 7th - 10th houses, similar themes of sharing and being responsible will feel prominent—even though the morning star phase 
will want you to be a bit more free and easy in your expression. You will need to find a balance between being impulsive and creative while 
also mature and considerate due to the kinds of scenarios that will likely arise. March will put some pressure on you with career responsibil-
ities and potential recognition coming your way. It’s likely that this area of your life has undergone quite a bit of change and pressure over 
the past two years. Depending on the degree of your Taurus sun or rising sign, this could still feel pressurized for another year. If you are a 
late degree Taurus, things will start to ease up as you relax into owning your authority.

Spring:  Between Spring Equinox and May 15th, you will likely feel more tired than usual as Venus passes through your ending 11th and 12th 
houses. This is a great time, especially in April and early May, to let go of old patterns and feelings. Open to complexity. This will allow you 
to feel exhausted, which is where surrender happens and magic appears in our lives. Being in the end of the morning star phase during this 
time, you may also feel a need to find some creative and playful outlets. Work on balance by weaving rhythms of extra sleep and gentle-
ness while also allowing fun to enter the picture when you’re up for it. May 15th will mark your personal New Year as your ruler, Venus (who 
takes 225 days to orbit the sun), will return home to your sign of Taurus. Between this date and June 19th (when Venus disappears from our 
view) will be your most lively and fun period of the year. The sun and your ruler will transit your sign, and will also move through witty and 
connective Gemini, while Venus is still light-hearted as the morning star. 

Summer:  Days before Summer Solstice, Venus will disappear from our view as she is too closely aligned with the sun. She will conjunct our 
golden star on August 14th, and then several weeks later, just after Autumn Equinox, reappear as a more matured and Queenly evening 
star. During this quarter, it’s a great time for you to integrate things about your inner and outer self—your external motivations and inter-
nal values. Early summer will allow you time to generate ideas, connection, and learning. By August you’ll be concerned with finding depth 
and maturity in your life. Security and family will feel important through most of this month. On August 21st Venus will move into your 5th 
house and the sign of Virgo, igniting a time of feeling confident and strong in your personal expression, possibly finding moments when the 
spotlight and adoration warm your heart. Your creative and leadership style of organizing and systematizing will be noticed and appreciated. 

Autumn: Autumn Equinox sees Venus in the sing of Libra and your 6th house of work and wellness. It’s likely that you will have a busy 
schedule as you find elegant balance in your daily rhythms. You are at peak performance when your days are filled with peaceful and har-
monious processes and routines. You may not be our zodiac’s work horse but you can produce some of our most beautiful processes. Come 
October 10th, Venus will reappear as the evening star and you will begin to feel a certain tone of restraint and control in demeanor. Venus 
will have just moved into your 7th house and Scorpio, making relationships a focus. You may see recurring themes from the winter season 
as Venus traverses the same signs as it did earlier in the year. This time around, aligned as the evening star, you will be able to revisit these 
occurrences with more internal centering and wisdom. The autumn themes of sharing, relating, getting more intimate, and dealing with pow-
er and perspective is much more aligned to the tone of Venus in the evening star phase. The last ten days of December, as we reunite with 
Winter, career will likely be a big theme as Venus moves into Aquarius and your 10th house of recognition and accomplishment. Think back 
to what you may have started at the end of last winter. Have your reached goals made at that time? Whatever the answer, this is a period 
when you can refresh your aspirations and set your sights on new peaks to climb.   



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Witness the authority you’ve honed around per-
spective over the year and find renewed focus for 
achieving outside of your comfort zone.

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your ex-
pansive authority. Set intentions around integrating 
more worldly connection, understanding, and access. 

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Belief
Seeking
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Community
Communication
Belonging
Connection

January |  Transformation
TAURUS

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your achievements around humanity, 
technology, or groups and find renewed will-power 
for progressive aspirations. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture newly forming 
roots and home situations in your life. Let go of any 
security needs that are unsustainable. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Mastery
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intuition
Home
Family
Nurturing



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your achievements around humanity, 
technology, or groups and find renewed will-power 
for progressive aspirations.  

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions for 
finding greater cooperation and empowerment in 
your career or aspirations. Align with your dedication 
to improving humanity. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Mastery
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intuition
Home
Family
Nurturing

February | Forgiveness 
TAURUS

18th | PISCES SEASON
Witness the inspiration groups and friendships 
have given you over the year and find renewed 
energy for a oneness with humanity.  

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture creativity, finding 
new growth in the security of your private foun-
dations. Let go of things unable to find heart and 
depth at this time. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Humanity
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Leadership
Creativity
Love
Presence



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Witness the inspiration groups and friendships 
have given you over the year and find renewed 
energy for a oneness with humanity.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around gently breaking out of old molds in your life. 
Align with your ability to find the meaning and inspi-
ration in groups. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Humanity
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Leadership
Creativity
Love
Presence

March  | Artful
TAURUS

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
Notice the sun lighting up any shadows, normally dif-
ficult for you to see, around your identity and self-
trust. Align with self-compassion and passion for art. 

20th |  LIBRA FULL MOON: Feel nurturance and inner 
depth growing in how you weave your days and rou-
tines with balance. Let go of things unable to find 
nurturing in your daily routines. 

SEED ENERGY
Spirituality
Surrender
Inspiration
Mysticism

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Lifestyle
Work
Daily Rhythm
Process



April  | Balance
TAURUS

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
Notice the sun lighting up any shadows, normally dif-
ficult for you to see, around your identity and self-
trust. Align with self-compassion and passion for art.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
awareness of compassion, both toward yourself and 
others. Align with being assertive in connecting to 
your higher self. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, and 
listen. Slow your pace and enjoy how this brings you 
in connection with your essence Self.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in 
this sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra 
pursuits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to nur-
turing your work/life balance. 

SEED ENERGY
Spirituality
Surrender
Inspiration
Mysticism

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Lifestyle
Work
Daily Rhythm
Process

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Agenda
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Other-Trust
Balance
Harmonizing



May  | Calming
TAURUS

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, and 
listen. Calmly slow your pace and enjoy how this 
brings you in connection with your essence Self.

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions that are 
about finding personal passion, connecting to your 
sense of Self, and trusting yourself. Align with your 
identity and style of assertion. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Find value in information and community. Give form 
to thoughts and use your hands to mold your ideas 
into things your can touch, smell, and see. 
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Feel into a soft stabil-
ity starting to grow in your relationships and needs 
around balance and harmonizing. Let go of things 
unable to find cooperative nurturance. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Agenda
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Other-Trust
Balance
Harmonizing

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Income
Sensuality

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Shared Resources
Intimacy
Entanglement
Empowerment



June | Individuate
TAURUS

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Find value in information and community. Give form 
to thoughts and use your hands to mold your ideas 
into things your can touch, smell, and see. 

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
feeling your value and being comfortable in your 
skin and using your voice. Align with your senses 
and how your mind feeds off of them.

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
The start of summer has you feeling flirtatious in 
an intuitive and soulful way. Use your concern for 
security and depth to lead you to connection and 
community.

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: Gently nurture 
your ability to share and intuitively draw visionary 
resources that will empower you. Let go of things 
blocking your control and power. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Income
Sensuality

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Shared Resources
Intimacy
Entanglement
Empowerment

SEED ENERGY
Pollination
Connection
Belonging
Communication

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Wisdom
Perspective
Belief
Expansion



July  | Manifest
TAURUS

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
The start of summer has you feeling flirtatious in 
an intuitive and soulful way. Use your concern for 
security and depth to lead you to connection and 
community. Manifest new conditions.

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh community 
energy is surfacing. Information and communication 
in family affairs is likely very complex, but a new 
cycles is arriving over the next year. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
Your home or family has undergone lots of fresh 
change over the past couple of years. Slow down to 
find the value of this and lovingly honor big steps 
made. Take time to find pleasure in your private life.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Change is in the 
air. Cooperation and compromise need tending to, 
otherwise conflict is likely. Especially in relation to 
your authority in grand visions.

SEED ENERGY
Pollination
Connection
Belonging
Communication

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Wisdom
Perspective
Belief
Expansion

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspiration
Authority
Focus



August  | Strength
TAURUS

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
Your home or family has undergone lots of fresh 
change over the past couple of years. Slow down to 
find the value of this and lovingly honor big steps 
made. Take time to find pleasure in your private life.

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align your heart and 
intuition for depth and renewed vitality around home 
and family. Make intentions to enjoy and strengthen 
your domestic life.

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Creative juices are reviving this season as you see 
systems, organization, and efficiency in commanding 
and exciting ways. Center in your ability to bring joy 
to work and lifestyle. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Feel subtle nurtur-
ance and intuitive insights around your career or 
aspirations. Let go of things too heavy to uphold 
over the long haul. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspiration
Authority
Focus

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Friendship
Innovation

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your heart and 
it’s longing to find flow and rhythms in life. Make 
intentions to find love and expression through how 
you systemize and holistically create.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON cont.
Creative juices are reviving this season as you see 
systems, organization, and efficiency in command-
ing and exciting ways. Center in your ability to bring 
joy to work and lifestyle. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Feel subtle nurturing in 
your friendships and group life. Protect your con-
nection to inspiration in innovation. Surrender things 
unsustainable in co-creation.

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Friendship
Innovation

September  | Lead
TAURUS

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Finding ease and balance in your lifestyle is im-
portant this season. Weave your daily rhythms, 
processes, and routines with elegance, cooperation, 
and a partnering spirit. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your need for 
elegant work and also relaxed work. Make intentions 
around aesthetics and harmonizing in your daily 
rhythms. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness
Daily Rhythm

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Meaning
Compassion
Spirituality
Surrender



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Finding ease and balance in your lifestyle is im-
portant this season. Weave your daily rhythms, 
processes, and routines with elegance, coopera-
tion, and a partnering spirit.  

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Notice and nurture a 
softness in how you are able to let go of suffering, 
complexity, or fixations. Surrender things unable to 
grow in inspired ways. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness
Daily Rhythm

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Meaning
Compassion
Spirituality
Surrender

October  | Flow
TAURUS

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Intensity swirls as you enter this season. Control 
and power are big players in how you find balance 
and trust in relationships. Follow mystery to find 
blocks and then uproot them to transform your life. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with empower-
ment in relationships. Make intentions to find fair-
ness in how you develop control and precision in 
your partnering style. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Trust
Personal Passion
Assertion
Centering



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Intensity swirls as you enter this season. Control 
and power are big players in how you find balance 
and trust in relationships. Follow mystery to find 
blocks and then uproot them to transform your life. 

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in your 
personal depths around trusting yourself and your 
agenda. Let go of anything that’s not sustainable in 
personal passions.  

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Exchange

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Trust
Personal Passion
Assertion
Centering

November  | Exchange
TAURUS

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism are embedded in how 
you share your heart, secrets, and resources. Wit-
ness your ability to find greatness in your strate-
gies around wealth/debt management.  

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
solid sense of pushing your comfort zone and 
broadening your horizons. Make intentions to find 
new optimism and adventure.

SEED ENERGY
Power
Control
Precision
Transformation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Personal Value
Sensuality
Voice
The Senses



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism are embedded in how 
you share your heart, secrets, and resources. Wit-
ness your ability to find greatness in your strate-
gies around wealth/debt management. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a sensual glow and 
comfort in how you are valuing yourself and your 
voice. Let go of things unable to connect to your 
senses and mindful worth. 

SEED ENERGY
Power
Control
Precision
Transformation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Personal Value
Sensuality
Voice
The Senses

December  | Mindfulness
TAURUS

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
Big Dreams merge with structure to give you 
authority in pushing boundaries. Take on respon-
sibility in how you seek perspective and create 
platforms for the world to engage with.

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
big picture dreams and make intentions to gain 
experience and authority through baptism by fire 
scenarios. 

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Expansion
Perspective
Visionary

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Community
Connection
Belonging
Communication



GEMINI
May 20 - June 20

THE TWINS
3RD SIGN | AIR | MUTABLE (flexible)
LATE SPRING ENERGY

Curiosity drives your restless motor, captured by the beauty of spring blossoms and sweet nectars of the birds and bees. 
Your youthful need to pollinate keeps you busy gathering, connecting, informing, flirting, and using witty charm to endear 
you to all. You teach us all about the importance of cultivating community, communicating, and finding not only a sense 
of belonging in the world but also internally between our two sides of yin and yang energy.  



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planet, Mercury, is moving and affecting you through 2019. Take note of the three ret-
rograde periods as these will mark the times of year as well as areas of your life that need a slower reflective pace. Not shown in the chart 
is another rhythm that Mercury makes as either a morning or evening star, only seen for a couple of days around six times each year. Your 
planet is an elusive speedster, hard to pin down, lapping our own orbit around the sun by 3x (although from our perspective it seems to only 
orbit around just over one time—the little trickster with the inside track). Starting out in 2019, Mercury will be in transition from a morning 
star to an evening star as it makes a superior conjunction to the sun (ooposite side of sun from us) on January 29th. On February 26/27, you 
will be able to see your planet just after dusk, above the horizon line. This is Mercury’s Old Man phase, a guide for others to another world of 
inner landscapes and depth. On March 14th an inferior conjunction with the sun will be made (Mercury between earth and the sun), starting 
the transition of Mercury as the morning start, or the little boy, running ahead to chase butterflies and create new opportunities and paths 

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

MERCURY



to follow. Head out before dawn on April 11th and look to the east before sunrise to see Mercury as the morning star. This pattern will re-
peat twice more over the year. Each time Mercury conjuncts the sun (3 superior and 3 inferior), the transition phase starts where you’ll feel 
yourself begining to open to youthful new opportunities at the crossroads of life or like a guide, ferrying others to the other side of con-
sciousness. You’ve already been there so you know how to guide the way. 

Winter:  In Capricorn for a good chunk of January, your ruler will have you eagerly and lightheartedly gathering all of the things that bring 
your life the kind of structure that helps you build. Precision and sharing your worth will bring up a few tense moments that will ultimate-
ly help you to gain clarity around your value and the value of those close to you—and how to be in exchange. New paths will be found 
and you’ll push past the intensity of this with a cool breeze. On the morning of January 24th, you’ll wake to a new tone with your ruler in 
Aquarius. A bit anarchist, but also humanitarian, this 9th house placement will have you looking at the horizons of your life and questioning 
the boundaries you’ve been told are there. You may feel a need to not only breakdown the comfort zones of your own life, but also the 
horizons that humanity seems to think are holding the world back. On the 29th as you meet up with the sun, you begin to mature into 
your ‘Wise Old Man’ persona, seeing your role as a messenger to help move others along their paths rather than the gatherer and playful 
side that your morning star role brings out. February 10th will move your planet along to your artistic and dreamy Piscean aspirations. In the 
evening start role, this will have you in connection with others in mature and deep ways to help push cosmic messages forward. Your first 
retrograde of the year starts on March 5th in the authority location of your chart. A review of your career aims may need to take place. 
Revisit, rethink, realign. On the 14th, an inferior conjunction between Mercury and the sun will begin your transition toward the young boy, 
the gatherer version of yourself.  

Spring:  The first days of spring will have you the ending your Pisces retrograde period. Once direct on March 28th, you’ll see with more clar-
ity, aspirational directions that feel aligned. At the end of winter, you were focused on being a messenger. This time around as you retrace 
some steps, you’ll be in gathering and opportunity generating mode. In the self-focused sing of Aries and your 11th house of groups and 
friendships, you’ll find greater freedom to play and rebel from April 17 - May 6. It’s a time for making decisions that will propell you towrad 
exciting paths of being a pioneer for groups, movements, and collaborations. Find your innovative, individualized, and unconventional ways 
of being authentic. May 7 - 20 will be for finding grounding and sensuality through letting go, surrender, and art. Mercury will be traveling 
through Taurus and your 12th hosue, the last stop of your tour of the zodiac (since last spring). May 21st not only brings you to your own 
personal spring as Mercury moves to Gemini, but you’ll again meet up with the sun and begin transitioning to your messenger/wise guide 
self. Oh, all the different personas you wear, Gemini. I’m sure it’s not easy as it certainly makes the rest of us both dizzy and in awe ;) You’ll 
be in a full sprint and will only have until June 4th to enjoy feeling centered in Self and new personal passions & agendas for the year. The 
seeds created here will be under the wise messenger evening star guise, yet focused on your own agenda. Some of your greatest desires 
may come through wanting to be personally identified as a guide for others into the depths of Self this year. Do this for yourself first so you 
can be grounded in and sure of your messages. June 5th through the end of spring, a tour through Cancer’s terrain will bring up issues of 
self-worth and how you value yourself, thus how you bring value and material pleasure into your life. Use your soulful nurturing, your con-
nection to women, family, home, and intuition. Connect into how the tides of the moon and a need for security are channeled into how 
you possess and give form to things tangible in your life. Slow your pace to smell the roses, igniting your senses and finding pleasure in the 
earth’s cycles. 



Summer:  Less than a week into summer, on June 27th, Mercury will push into the creative and vital sign of Leo in your favorite 3rd house 
of connection, community, and communication. This is a light time in your wise guide role. Enjoy this time up until July 7th when retrograde 
season hits once again. During the retrograde, through August 1st, you are meant to rethink and reflect on how you connect using your 
heart and your creative spirit. This placement also holds stereotypical retrograde themes of delays, mixed or missed messages, and tech-
nology and transportation breakdowns. Be aware of this energy, but accept that detours or delays might be redirecting you or showing you 
things that need to be fixed. During this retrograde, a solar meet-up will happen again on July 21st. This will start your transition from the 
wise old man into the young boy, eager to play. From July 20th through August 1st your review and rewind will take a step back into Cancer 
and your second house. Your self-worth may take a little hit as some reflection leads you to new insights that need you to take different 
steps. Walking forward again between August 1st and the 10th, you’ll have your chance for a do over around how to value the soulful side 
of yourself, finding new ways of generating security in your life through gathering and moving through your youthful side. Once back in Leo 
on the 11th, fun will really ramp up. Your heart will be a flutter, busy being curious and enthralled by all things on your path. Choices will feel 
easy (as long as your heart is leading) and connections being made will allow you to feel loving belonging and openings to flash your written 
or spoken way with words. August 29th as Mercury shifts into analytical Virgo, and the only sign equal in wit (also being ruled by Mercury), 
your need for privacy will come on strong. This place in your chart, your 4th house, is the root system that needs nurturing and intuitive 
trust. It’s time to focus on finding a sense of protected security, domestic bliss, and connection to family. Virgo can be nit picky and criti-
cal, but at its core, it wants holistic systems—which hold a lot of room for imperfection. Remember this as you busy yourself to make your 
roots well and efficient. Nurture your life through creating systems that flex and bend. Ritual and routine can instill you with the sense of 
security you crave while also leaving room for organic change to take place should obstacles or better rhythms surface. This will last through 
September 13th. On September 3rd, another solar conjunction will, like clockwork, see you begin to transition back toward being the evening 
star, or the wise guide, using all that you’ve seen on your inside fast-track to help others to places you’ve already been. On September 14th, 
as the wise guide, a harmonious step into the sign of Libra and your 5th house of creative flair will have you modeling for others how to use 
elegance and fairness to command and step into being seen. Until the end of summer, use your willingness to shine. Take charge of helping 
others through your words and aesthetic, leading them to see with greater balance and romance. 

Autumn:  On October 3rd a new energy will put you into a more serious and mature focus. Moving over to Scorpio’s terrain of intensity and 
your 6th house of work and adulating, you’ll be fixated on creating a lifestyle that is very controlled, powerful, and precise. Work 
and wellness efforts that go beyond the surface of things—mysterious, psychological, healing, or dealing with shared resources—
are areas that can give you a lot of purpose. Creating processes around these things will help you to feel useful and practical. 
Your last retrograde of the year will come in this area of your chart. From October 31st through November 20th you’ll be in a 
slowdown as the comics ask that you reflect on how you are finding your sense of wholeness through the work you engage. 
In the middle of this, on November 11th, the last transition of the year will happen where you will begin to move from evening 
star to morning star, closing out the year in your more childlike persona, captivated by the wonder of the world. Refocused and 
moving forward through Scorpio after November 20th, you’ll find more joyful alignment with your work. Wide-eyed wonder and 
a thirst for learning will help you gather the information you need to make headway in your daily projects and rhythms. From 
December 9th through the 28th, Sagittarius will envelope Mercury and your attention will focus on relationships and engaging in 
more balanced give and take. There’s an optimism and larger than life attitude that you gravitate toward in your relationships, 
making the end of the year perfect for exciting adventures, possibly overseas with a special other. The last few days of the year 
will sober you up as you dip into Capricorn and a need to engage in deeper intimacy and sharing. Those with authority in the 
fields of psychology and wealth management can help you with tools to structure some control into these areas. .  



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the powerful authority you’ve honed 
over the past year and find renewed focus for 
steep goals in shared resources and asset building.

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
ability to hold responsibility with other people’s 
money, hearts, and secrets. Make intentions to en-
tangle with empowering others. 

SEED ENERGY
Intimacy
Transformation
Shared Resources
Uprooting

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
The Senses
Material World

January |  Focus
GEMINI

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to see expansively and 
with vision, in a progressive way. Renew focus on 
networking in the broader world. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture fresh connec-
tions growing in the deeper and more private foun-
dations of your life. Let go of things unable to find 
grounding around connection.  

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Perspective
Vision
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Belonging
Communication



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to see expansively and 
with vision, in a progressive way. Renew focus on 
networking in the broader world.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions 
around pushing yourself to see innovation in belief 
and worldly perspective. Align with collaboration for 
great platforms. 

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Perspective
Vision
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Belonging
Communication

February | Leap
GEMINI

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge the artistic and mystical reach 
you’ve built and find renewed vitality for aspira-
tions both compassionate and inspiring. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the wholeness 
and usefulness that’s growing in subtle ways in 
home and family. Let go of anything unable to find 
intuitive and productive grounding.

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Aspirations
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the artistic and mystical reach 
you’ve built and find renewed vitality for aspira-
tions both compassionate and glamorous.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around worldly authority you’d like to build in artis-
tic or spiritual ways. Align with the complexity and 
compassion you reach for.  

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Aspirations
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

March  | Brightness
GEMINI

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
It’s a season of detachment as you find identity and 
personal passion through group interaction. Observe 
the world and find your place amongst humanity. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in your 
presence. Nurture the subtle creative stirrings inside 
of you and let go of anything unable to find ground-
ing in your heart. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Collaboration
Innovation
Detachment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creativity
Leadership
Joy



April  | Love
GEMINI

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
It’s a season of detachment as you find identity and 
personal passion through group interaction. Observ-
ing the world and being part of humanity revitalizes.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
identifying with groups and co-creation. Align with 
your progressive spirit and find bold clarity through 
a love for all. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, and 
listen. Slow your pace and enjoy things ephemeral, 
symbolic, and compassionate.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in 
this sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra 
pursuits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to nur-
turing your heart and star quality.

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Collaboration
Innovation
Detachment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creativity
Leadership
Joy

SEED ENERGY
Surrender
Compassion
Inspiration
Mysticism

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythms
Processes



May  | Blooming
GEMINI

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, 
and listen. Slow your pace and enjoy things 
ephemeral, symbolic, and compassionate.

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
compassion and give form to the intangible: art, 
symbolism, illusion. Align with your senses to feel 
new things just beneath your surface.   

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and information abound as you feel new 
life and energy in your personal spring. Clear any 
clutter from your life to find centering and fresh 
openings.  

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Feel depth and sub-
tle growth in your daily rhythms. Nurture precision 
in your lifestyle. Let go of things that are already 
dissolving. 

SEED ENERGY
Surrender
Compassion
Inspiration
Mysticism

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythms
Processes

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Assertion
Spring Energy

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Elegance
Fairness



June  | Clarity
GEMINI

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and information abound as you feel 
new life and energy in your personal spring. Clear 
any clutter from your life to find centering and 
fresh openings. 

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding new alignment with Self and your identity. 
Center in what you want and fresh passions and 
clarity surfacing. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer introduces you to your needs for material 
security. This will help you realize your value and 
reawaken a desire to give form to your intuition and 
imagination. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: Dark and deep 
inner growth is fertile and alive in your sense of rela-
tionship. Let go of things unable to find nurturing in 
fairness and cooperation.

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Assertion
Spring Energy

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Elegance
Fairness

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Voice
Pleasure

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Transformation



July  | Breathe
GEMINI

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer introduces you to your needs for mate-
rial security. This will help you realize your value 
and reawaken a desire to give form to your intu-
ition and imagination.  

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is just 
under the surface around your sense of worth and 
value. Release complexity and exhaustion that’s 
been felt here over the past years. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
Movement and connection are finding new life and 
feeling recognized. Use your heart to breathe new 
love and joy into community, connection, and wit. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Subtle growth is 
being felt in a new phase of cooperative empower-
ment. Find fairness and relationships in your author-
ity around shared resources. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Voice
Pleasure

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Transformation

SEED ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Expansion
Perspective
Belief
Vision



August  | Rosebuds
GEMINI

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
Movement and connection are finding new life and 
feeling recognized. Use your heart to breathe new 
love and joy into community, connection, and wit. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh and bul-
bous ideas finding honor and animalistic excitement. 
Let your heart tame your nerves so you don’t bloom 
ideas too early.  

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Home and family feel important as you find re-
freshed energy. Witness your needs for security tied 
to organization, wellness, and refined daily rhythms 
around the house. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Nurtured energy can 
be felt in intuitive ways around depths being found 
in grand visions, broadening your perspective and 
worldly access. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Expansion
Perspective
Belief
Vision

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Focus

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your refine-
ment and use this to get your house in working 
order. Make intentions to cultivate an efficient and 
systematized domestic situation.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Home and family feel important as you find re-
freshed energy. Witness your needs for security 
tied to organization, wellness, and refined daily 
rhythms around the house. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture depth 
being felt in your aspirations. Be flexible and fluid, 
listening to things beyond you for guidance around 
responsibilities and achievements. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Focus

September  | Divinity
GEMINI

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance is the quality that imbues your creative 
style. Revive your ability to see light and dark in 
equal measure, and how it influences your aes-
thetic command. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your sense 
of balance. Make intentions to generate leadership 
and command through fairness and your ability to 
create using relationship.

SEED ENERGY
Leadership
Creative Style
Presence
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Co-Creation
Group Life
Innovation
Originality



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance is the quality that imbues your creative 
style. Revive your ability to see light and dark in 
equal measure, and how it influences your aes-
thetic command.

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Nurture a subtle growth 
around groups and a feeling of self-trust through 
their energy. Let go of things unable to find ground-
ing in passion and innovation. 

SEED ENERGY
Leadership
Creative Style
Presence
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Co-Creation
Group Life
Innovation
Originality

October  | Timing
GEMINI

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Acknowledge the precision and control you’ve 
honed in your daily processes. Find revived energy 
to systemize and make your lifestyle and work 
empowering, useful, and well. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with control and 
uproot blocks to your work and wellness. Make in-
tentions to feel empowered through a lifestyle that 
is precise and honed with use. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythms
Usefulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Surrender
Art
Symbolism
Spirituality



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the precision and control you’ve 
honed in your daily processes. Find revived energy 
to systemize and make your lifestyle and work 
empowering, useful, and well. 

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in 
through your 5 senses. Let them lead you to soft-
ness, surrender, and composition. Let go of things 
unable to find compassionate grounding.  

SEED ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythms
Usefulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Surrender
Art
Symbolism
Spirituality

November  | Receive
GEMINI

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Feel revived energy around how you find balance 
and fairness in your life through an optimistic per-
spective. Acknowledge your ability to bring belief 
and adventure to relationships.

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
ability to give and receive. Make intentions around 
expansion, adventure, and vision within your part-
nerships. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Fairness
Harmonizing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Clarity
Centering



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Feel revived energy around how you find balance 
and fairness in your life through an optimistic per-
spective. Acknowledge your ability to bring belief 
and adventure to relationships.

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
around Self. Make time and space to be alone and 
feel what’s soulful and needing nurturing inside of 
you. Use your intuition for centering. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Fairness
Harmonizing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Clarity
Centering

December  | Quiet
GEMINI

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
This is your season to recognize your solidity and 
need for structure in your sharing of inner and 
outer resources. Uproot any blocks to your sense 
of worldly position and authority. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
ability to hold responsibility with other people’s 
money, hearts, and secrets. Make intentions to en-
tangle fairly with empowering others. 

SEED ENERGY
Uprooting 
Blocks
Empowerment
Transformation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Values
Voice



CANCER
June 21 - July 21

THE CRAB
4TH SIGN | WATER | CARDINAL (initiator)
EARLY SUMMER ENERGY

Your intuitive connection to life is eerily accurate, but having a deep link to the unseen can make you question yourself 
and your sanity at times. Being the sign of the moon, mood is your terrain, changing and phasing as often as our lunar
Queen of the night. You teach us all about the importance of nurturing, creating security in our private lives, and having 
a soulful existence. Sisterhood, women, home, and imagination are the secret weapons of your fertile glow. 



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal ruler, the moon, is moving throughout the year. As a pupil of Lady Luna, life can 
get down right confusing. It’s, by far, the fastest moving ruler in our solar system, shifting signs every 2 1/2 days. Not only that, it’s 
constantly changing phases as well as moving above and below the ecliptic. Have you every really tried to keep track of its movements? 
The term lunacy may be how you feel due to this. The good side of this constant ebb and flow of mood is that you are the zodiac’s 
empath, touching base with every sign, each month. You are relate-able, nurturing, and in the know around how people are feeling, 

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

THE MOON



making you popular, great at spotting trends, and very human. So, maybe others adore you, but that doesn’t detract from the fact 
that you often feel flooded and vulnerable. This is where astrology and this report can come is handy. I’ve designed a few tools to help 
anchor you throughout the year. There are some larger patterns that the moon creates. Leaning into to these can help give you more 
focus and grounding with the flexibility to still enjoy your fast track change of mood and need for reflection with others. From a dif-
ferent, non-geocentric perspective, since your ruler orbits the earth, and the earth orbits the sun only once per year, you also have a 
cycle that is longer term, 1 year, and more stable. This is what I’m honing in on for you. Looking above, you can see that the moon will 
post in your sign in the 4 cardinal phases (new, 1st quarter, full, and last quarter) only one time each year. Each of these will also, like 
clockwork, fall near the start of one quarter season. This can inform you about a general focus to stay aligned with, calming the fluc-
tuation of feelings streaming through. Not to make things more complicated, but then again, this may fill in a mystery for you, these 
quarter phases will move backwards for you. Where each month, the moon phases in a rhythm of new, to 1st quarter, to full, to last 
quarter. Over the year, the moon will make those phases in your sign, in reverse. Winter places you in the full moon phase, spring the 
1st quarter phase, summer the new phase, and autumn the last quarter phase. This reverse longer term mode shows where some of 
your eerie premonitions may come from. As if you experience the fullness of the year while others are in a seed phase, and so know 
what’s to come when the summer of blossoming hits the rest of the world. Below is a more in-depth breakdown of each quarter sea-
son’s anchoring focuses. 

One side note: Since the north node moved into your sign at the end of 2018, there is indication that you Cancers are exhausted, more 
confused than typical, but potentially also finding great releases that are followed by inspiration and dreams of what new things are 
about to come. When your birthday season arrives, the later Cancers with birthdays after July 9th, or rising signs that fall in the de-
grees of 17-29 (the lunar nodes move in retrograde or reverse direction), will find themselves planting seeds for brand new 19 year paths, 
with fresh energy and bold awakening. The other half will get their turn next year, but for this year, rest up, dream, surrender, and 
shed things from your life. You may not see it when up close to this cycle, but great meaning, symbolic ah-Ha’s and spiritual help are at 
hand. 

Winter:  On December 22, 2018, the moon lit up a very dark sky, full, in your own sign. This initiated you into the new year and the 
season of winter with a feeling of nurtured blossoming. This is your season to feel your most imaginative, connected, and valued. In 
January, focus on self-care, tending to the roots of your life by making your private foundations secure and comfortable. January 21st 
through February 17th will be your time to communicate, move around, and feel a sense of community and belonging. February 18th 
through March 19th will be for slowing down to enjoy your senses and the material side of life, finding ways to feel valued and possess 
things. 

Dates of note with the moon in your sign: January 19-20, February 15-16, March 14-16.



Spring:  On April 12th, the Cancer 1st Quarter Moon will anchor you into spring and a season of feeling centered in self, a dissolving of 
self, and ending with a need to rebel and think progressively, especially with friends or other groups. This will be your sleepiest season 
of the year but also a one filled with a lot of intuitive dreams and inspired symbols showing up to give you a sense of meaning and 
connection to the universe and the collective. From March 20th through April 19th, you have a window to be your most self-focused 
and selfish. Great personal passions may arise and a need to clear away any debris from your life will create new space and more cen-
tering to be in touch with yourself. From April 20th through May 20th, you will feel a detachment and loss of grounding. Use this time 
to practice self-compassion, finding compassion for all. Forgive things, sleep more, and compose art. Talk to the universe and listen for 
it to talk back in symbolic ways. From May 21st through June 20th, let your inner bohemian out. Be original, be unapologetic, and think 
outside of the box. Groups and friends could be the key to giving you hope and vision for your future and humanity’s future. 

Dates of note with the moon in your sign: April 11-12, May 8-9, June 4-5.

Summer:  On July 2nd, a new moon in your sign will anchor you into summer. In backward fashion, this is a season for you to focus on 
being responsible, cool, and sharing your life with others: from perspective and beliefs to the more psychological aspects of resourc-
es, body, and soul. It is summer and warm out, so shorter term cycles will help you to loosen up and play a bit, too. From June 21st 
through July 21st get very aligned in order to feel your authority and ability to reach high in the world. Accept pressures and restric-
tions as gifts of solidifying greater authority and capability into your life. From July 22nd through August 22nd find vision and perspec-
tive. Share your beliefs and allow them to be pushed outside of your comfort zone. See the world or learn more about it through 
books and documentaries. Think big and act big. From August 23rd through September 22nd share more intimately with those in your 
inner circle. Some power struggles or a need to control may surface as this brings out a very psychological aspect of life. Sex, death, 
and shared resources may take center stage and all the issues that come along with finding the balance between abused power and 
empowerment.

Dates of note with the moon in your sign: July 1-3, August 25-26, September 21-23

Autumn:  The October 21st last quarter moon in your sign will anchor you into autumn. This will be a season of finding balanced and 
elegant trust in others, feeling self-sufficient, and then ending with a step into the spotlight to top the year off. From September 23rd 
through October 22nd, lean into your relationships. Find a romantic outlook on life, whether or not you are with a spouse. Fight for the 
underdog, and practice being in exchange with the world, giving a graciously as you receive. Like breathing, make a point of engaging 
both energies each day. From October 23rd through November 21st find a sense of self-sufficiency and make your life a sacred practice 
that has processes, rhythms, and skill. Practice is pertinent as is tidying up any loose ends that are inefficient or cluttering your life. 
Refinement in the word of this block of time. Ending the year from November 22nd through December 20th, you’ll feel your most out-
going and fun. Enjoy the holiday festivities and take center stage should you like—it’s on offer. This is a beautiful time for you to lead, 
play, be affectionate, and feel admired. The last ten days of December technically put us into our following winter and your time to 
hunker into your favorite things: family, nurturing, and feeling secure in the hive you call home. Your next real anchor point will come at 
the Cancer full moon in 2020 on January 10th. 

Dates of note with the moon in your sign: October 19-21, November 15-17, December 12-14



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the solidity your relationships have 
gained through pressures and achievements 
you’ve built with others. Revive harmonizing ways. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with the re-
sponsibilities in your relational style. Make intentions 
to feel whole and cooperative in your giving and 
receiving patterns.  

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Fairness
Elegance
Harmonizing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Centering
Personal Passion
Self-Care

January |  Forgiveness 
CANCER

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge the progressive and open-minded 
spirit that you bring to your intimacy and entan-
gled sharing. Revive a focus on empowerment. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture newly forming 
passions around how you need to feel valued, both 
materially and in action. Let go of things that you 
don’t have time to honor properly. 

SEED ENERGY
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Transformation
Intimacy

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Values
Simple Pleasures
Voice



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the progressive and open-minded 
spirit that you bring to your intimacy and entan-
gled sharing. Revive a focus on empowerment.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions 
around shedding barriers and constructs around 
empowerment. Align and balance your electric style 
of finding empowerment.

SEED ENERGY
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Transformation
Intimacy

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Values
Simple Pleasures
Voice

February | Balance
CANCER

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge the expansion and growth you’ve 
found through your trust in the universe. Revive 
new focus for big, inspired visions. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Find soft inner growth 
around how you feel connected and bring intuition 
to your communication. Let go of unsustainable 
ideas and activities. 

SEED ENERGY
Expansion 
Vision
Seeking
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the expansion and growth you’ve 
found through your trust in the universe. Awaken 
new focus for big, inspired visions.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around exploring your connection to the universe 
and how it shapes your optimism and expansion. 
Align with compassionate optimism. 

SEED ENERGY
Expansion 
Vision
Seeking
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging

March  | Awakening 
CANCER

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
Pressure and independence are on your mind as the 
sun highlights your career/aspiration house. Ac-
knowledge your bold, pioneering style of authority.

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in your 
private foundations. Tap your intuition and nurture 
the roots of your life at home and with the people 
you consider family.  

SEED ENERGY
Authority
Career
Aspirations
Building

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition



April  | Sexiness
CANCER

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
Pressure and passion are on your mind as the sun 
highlights your career/aspiration house. Acknowl-
edge your bold, pioneering style of authority.

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
achievements and goals for worldly position. Align 
with your need to be in the drivers seat with inde-
pendence and entrepreneurial building. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Your 5 senses can lead you to pleasure and value 
through groups and collaboration. Reawaken with 
sensual energy to innovate in your material life. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your private home life. 

SEED ENERGY
Authority
Career
Aspirations
Building

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Awaken
Collaboration
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Leadership
Spotlight
Love



May  | Manifesting 
CANCER

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Your 5 senses can lead you to pleasure and value 
through groups and collaboration. Reawaken with 
sensual energy to innovate in your material life. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
seeing things from different angles and shedding old 
needs for the future-you starting to show through. 
Align with progressive ideas.

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and connection will help you to decom-
press and surrender things feeling complex. Let go of 
old baggage and watch new inspiration bubble up.
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
personal creative energy stirring in the private areas 
within. Let your heart help you manifest more love 
and connection to your power.

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Awaken
Collaboration
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Leadership
Spotlight
Love

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Healing
Inspiration
Composing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness



June  | Inner Flame
CANCER

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and connection will help you to decom-
press and surrender things feeling complex. Let go 
of old baggage and watch new inspiration

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
connection to artistic and spiritual information. Align 
with your connection to spirit and let heavy weights 
dissolve, sparking new flame. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
New energy is arising for you as the north node 
travels through your sign. Shed old, tired skins and 
prepare for a new 19 year cycle of fresh paths and 
passions. Those with early Cancer Degrees may feel 
this more directly next year, feeling exhausted and 
complex this year. Surrender to create openings. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access to 
deep intuition and soulfulness around your purpose. 
Notice how you systemize your days, processes, and 
habits. Find rhythm to find use.

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Healing
Inspiration
Composing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
New Passion
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Cooperation
Fairness



July  | Tenderness
CANCER

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
New energy is arising for you as the north node trav-
els through your sign. Shed old, tired skins and pre-
pare for a new 19 year cycle of fresh paths and pas-
sions. Those with early Cancer Degrees may feel this 
more directly next year. Surrender to create openings.

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Make intentions to 
tap into something new around your identity and 
love of Self. Align with self-love as you shed the old 
and tired weights in your life. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
Move slowly as the sun revitalizes your senses. Find 
self-worth and pleasure through honoring your com-
mand and give form to things through your heart. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Use your intu-
ition and notice subtle growth and nurturance in 
your relational life. Let go of stubbornness and find 
greater compromise and cooperation.

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
New Passion
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Cooperation
Fairness

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Voice

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Sharing Resources
Transformation
Uprooting Blocks



August  | Déjà Vu
CANCER

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
Move slowly as the sun revitalizes your senses. Find 
self-worth and pleasure through honoring your com-
mand and give form to things through your heart. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with your heart 
and ask it to help you remember your value. Make 
intentions to feel appreciation and love through your 
senses and the material world. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Acknowledge the dedication and thoughtfulness 
you’ve cultivated in community and communication. 
Reawaken with new aspirations in how you want to 
feel belonging. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner 
growth around your ability to share and attract 
sharing back—both in inner and outer resources. 
Let go of power struggles. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Voice

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Sharing Resources
Transformation
Uprooting Blocks

SEED ENERGY
Community
Connection
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Vision

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your refined 
thought process. Make intentions to feel purpose and 
thoughtfulness in how you connect with others. Drop 
too much critiquing in your connection style. 
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Acknowledge the dedication and thoughtfulness 
you’ve cultivated in community and communica-
tion. Reawaken with new aspirations in how you 
want to feel belonging and expression. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Nurture soulful inspi-
ration and gently push yourself to explore beyond 
your perspectives with guidance from things un-
seen. Let go of harsh beliefs. 

SEED ENERGY
Community
Connection
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Vision

September  | Creativity
CANCER

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance nurtures the roots of your home and 
family life. Acknowledge cooperative harmonizing 
in your private life and find new vitality to bring 
fairness and flow into your home. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your intuitive 
harmonizing. Make intentions to find a balanced 
exchange of giving and receiving at home. Let go of 
blocks to self-care. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Focus



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance nurtures the roots of your home and 
family life. Acknowledge cooperative harmonizing 
in your private life and find new vitality to bring 
grounded fairness and flow into your home. 

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Nurture soft, intuitive 
growth around your aspirations and reach for au-
thority. Let go of any co-dependency in your world-
ly position and in what you are building.

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Focus

October  | Grounding
CANCER

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Acknowledge your creative intensity. Find renewed 
vitality to uproot any blocks to your heart, warmth, 
and leadership abilities, giving you greater access to 
feeling empowered by love.

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with your cre-
ative allure. Make intentions to find intimacy and 
sharing that empower your creative and command-
ing voice. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Leadership
Spotlight
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Innovation
Progress



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your creative intensity. Find re-
newed vitality to uproot any blocks to your heart, 
warmth, and leadership abilities, giving you greater 
access to feeling empowered by love.  

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in your 
depths for your senses and ability to honor friend-
ship and humanity. Let go of old ways of feeling 
self-worth and thinking about money.

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Leadership
Spotlight
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Innovation
Progress

November  | Calming
CANCER

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism are coming back to life in 
how you structure your everyday rhythms. Ac-
knowledge the optimism that makes your work 
and wellness an adventure. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
instinctual vision. Make intentions to expand and 
explore the world and philosophies in your work or 
daily life. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythms
Usefulness
Wellness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Spirituality
Healing
Surrender
Inspiration



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism are coming back to life in 
how you structure your everyday rhythms. Ac-
knowledge the optimism that makes your work 
and wellness an adventure. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
in your connection to things spiritual or compas-
sionate. Make time to dream. Let go of connections 
and ideas that cause suffering. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythms
Usefulness
Wellness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Centering
Clarity

December  | Dreams
CANCER

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the balance and fairness you’ve es-
tablished or would like to establish in your rela-
tionships. Find ways to relate with authority and 
responsibility that are also cooperative. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
ability to commit and master elegance and ex-
change. Make intentions to be responsible and 
cooperative in your giving and receiving.  

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Fairness
Cooperation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Centering
Clarity



LEO
July 22 - August 22

THE LION
5TH SIGN | FIRE | FIXED (stubborn)
MID SUMMER ENERGY

Like a young adult making a name for themselves, you do everything with a sense of flair and command, using your warmth 
and generosity to keep the spotlight firmly pointed in your direction. Regal, magnanimous, and sometimes egotistical, you 
teach us all about the importance of having pride in our sense of style and presence. With the sun ruling your sign, you are 
the solid ruler of the daytime hours.  



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal ruler, the sun, is moving and affecting you through 2019. Of course the sun doesn’t 
move, but astrology is, in short hand, a geocentric system. The sun’s apparent path around the Tropical Zodiac is what determines our 
western calendars. Because of this, it has the most predictable movement of all cosmic ruling bodies, which also makes you very steady 
and reliable. Some things of note about your ruler are that we only see it in the daytime, making it the ruler of our conscious mind and 
active vitality. It gives us our warmth and most gravitate toward it at all times of the year, basking in its loving rays. The same can be said 
about you. You exude warmth, command, and a shine that’s hard to turn away from. Like the sun, you need not do anything but be, still 
and present, and people will gather to be in your vicinity. Sounds like you hit the jackpot, no? There are a few little things to consider that 
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can cast some harshness to your solar shine. Just like the sun, always shining, always on, there can be burnout from both within 
yourself and others needing a break. The need to be in the spotlight with its easy access to you can make you demanding, narcissis-
tic, and cruel. Especially in warmer months, it can be very easy for these traits to come out. Because your ruler is never seen in the 
night sky, this gives you hesitation around looking at your dark side—which can cause your shadows to run rampant. On that note, 
it’s your ruler’s energy that creates shadows, yet you typically decide, unless you have a lot of water in your chart, not to reflect or 
dive under your surface to understand them. Shallow depths can creep up on you if you’re not careful. To combat this, especially 
if you’re burning up with your own overheating, take long walks in the moonlight. Push yourself a little to cool down, look into the 
darkness, and recognize its own brand of beauty. You were born with the cosmic long-end of the stick so don’t waste it on getting 
too caught up in your own heat and dramas. Because you are our year’s barometer, the monthly soli-lunar messages (a little further 
down) aren’t far off of what I could write in your seasonal summaries, but I’ll give some quick big picture things to think about for 
each quarter of the year. 

QUARTER SEASONS

I’m going to structure these quarter seasons as if you were playing a chess game since you are the King piece of the zodiac. There 
are certain things that will assist you in building a strategically successful year by looking at it in this way. Since your ruler never turns 
retrograde or stays up to contemplate things lurking in the dark, you do well to surround yourself with trusted advisors who have 
the inside track as well as those with spiritual insight. Your job, like the sun, is to always look forward and be seen reliably present in 
the center of the universe. With your strong link to the moon, others who can reflect things back to you will bring a sense of whole-
ness to your life. Lean on the advice of those who can move in more agile and out of the spotlight ways. 

Winter: In the winter, you’ll do well to be surrounded by those who can bring soft reflective light around how to be organized, 
thoughtful, and self-sufficient, like a Bishop piece. Look to those who are productive to help give you counsel around the wellness 
and rhythms of your work and lifestyle. In February’s mid-winter, partners are the best way for you to gain insight into your ability to 
exchange and be considerate, similar to the Queen piece. The end of winter, in March’s fluid days, a psychologist or intimate partner 
can reflect to you, how you share and connect to your sense of empowerment. In chess pieces, this could be seen either as a trust-
ed Queen (partner) or via the deep insights of the humble Bishop types—those whom you know to be kind and spiritually guided. 
The point is to be around others that you can trust with your inner most secrets, fears, and seductions. 



Spring:  Moving into spring, you approach the top of your chart where a lot of pressure lays in wait. April will serve you best to find 
your Knights, the people who can reflect back to you a sense of adventure and expansion. Mid spring, mostly in May, tradition and 
focus are the name of the game, turning toward trusted Rook types who can reflect to you the power of dedication and devotion. 
Commit to your goals and let others reflect to you when you are aligned and sticking to your integrity. Moving into the end of May 
and June, the Pawns of life are your best friends, helping you to connect to humanity and the power behind seeing through the eyes 
of the masses. Watch for movements, connect to the similarity that being a human holds for any and all, and stand behind the will 
of the people. 

Summer:  Ah, your season of sunny glory. Starting out from the end of June through the end of July, you’ll actually be in a time of 
decompression, in your sleepiest mode of the year before stepping onto your royal throne at your birthday season. The Bishops of 
the world, those with spiritual insight and intuitive wisdom can reflect to you, the depth you possess and help you to see how your 
shadows are affecting you. The end of July to the end of August is your season to shine your brightest. It’s all about you with every-
thing revolve around you—as feels most natural. Center in Self, be courageous, and adopt some of the Knight’s qualities of boldness 
and self-possession. Moving into the end of summer, your self-worth and the pleasures of life will heighten with your senses. The 
Rooks of the world (those most devoted of friends or family that have a dedicated investment in your wellbeing and security) can 
help protect and reflect back to you, how to see your worth and honor your value. 

Autumn:  Moving into the end of September through to around October 20th, circle back around with the Pawns of the world. Gath-
er, connect, and learn things through allowing more community into your life to reflect to you, what’s interesting and worth being 
a part of. November will be for your Queens, intuitive, protective, and willing to go to battle for you. The loving commitment of this 
type, the people closest in your life that would die for you, will reflect to you, the importance of finding depth. Another great season 
is in store moving into December—a creative time of being seen, just the way you love. Center in your own Kingly self. No reflection 
needed other than the quality of affection you receive back from all of the players of the world.

The Days when the moon moves through your sign will bring the easiest access to the counsel that’s best suited to the season: 
January 21-22, February 17-18, March 17th, April 13-14, May 10-11, June 6-8, July 3-4, August 28-29, September 24-25, October 21-22, November 
18-19, December 14-16.  



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority and structure you 
build in your daily rhythms through work and pro-
cesses. Feel revived lifestyle energy.

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
solidity in work and lifestyle. Make intentions to find 
more refinement and diversity in how you organize 
and systemize. 

SEED ENERGY
Systems
Lifestyle
Work
Daily Rhythms

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Inspiration
Compassion
Surrender
Art

January |  Opportunity
LEO

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your friendly and open-minded ap-
proach to relationships. Feel new vitality and focus 
on how you cultivate cooperation. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Feel subtle growth in 
your sense of Self. Use your intuition to find oppor-
tunities and nurture things young and tender inside 
of you. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Harmonizing
Fairness
Balance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Centering
Personal Passion



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your friendly and open-minded ap-
proach to relationships. Feel new vitality and bring 
focus cultivating cooperation.  

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions 
around relationships and finding friendship in your 
style of generating trust in others. Align with your 
innovative approach to give and take. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Harmonizing
Fairness
Balance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Centering
Personal Passion

February | Focus
LEO

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge what needs compassion around 
mystery and empowerment in your life. Find new 
vitality to witness blocks needing uprooting. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture subtle growth in 
your sense of thoughtful value and pleasure. Let go 
of critiquing your worth and tend to your ability to 
give form to things of use. 

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Intimacy
Transformation
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
The Senses
Voice



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge what needs compassion around 
mystery and empowerment in your life. Find new 
vitality to witness blocks needing uprooting.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around dissolving blocks in how you share. Breathe 
into empowered sharing and let go of confused 
power dynamics. 

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Intimacy
Transformation
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
The Senses
Voice

March  | Art
LEO

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
Spring brings a fresh outlook and a need to seek 
perspective in your life. Acknowledge your opti-
mism around Self and your independence.

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A subtle glow can be felt 
in your sense of connection. Use your intuition to 
nurture your ideas, mind, and need for belonging. 

SEED ENERGY
Perspective
Expansion
Optimism
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging



April  | Self-care
LEO

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
Spring brings a fresh outlook and a need to seek 
perspective in your life. Acknowledge your opti-
mism around Self and your independence. 

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding independence in your beliefs and being bold 
in seeking truth for yourself. Align with your pioneer-
ing authenticity in seeking. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, and 
listen. Slow your pace and enjoy how these bring 
you in touch your material aspirations.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in 
this sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra 
pursuits. For you, this brings emphasis to needing to 
nurture your sense of connection.

SEED ENERGY
Perspective
Expansion
Optimism
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Community
Communication
Belonging
Connection

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Focus
Position

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Intuition



May  | Recharging
LEO

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste, see, 
and listen. Slow your pace and enjoy how these 
bring you in touch your material aspirations. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding self-worth and pleasure through the struc-
turing of your aspirations. Align with your authority 
in material or sensual achievement. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and information through groups and 
collaboration will start to feel more energized. Find a 
deep sense of belonging with witty connectors. 
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
and recharge your foundations of home, family. 
Tend to self-care and let go of things blocking you 
from feeling nurtured.  

SEED ENERGY
Career
Authority
Focus
Position

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Intuition

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Collaboration
Innovation
Originality

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership



June  | Transformations 
LEO

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and information through groups and 
collaboration will start to feel more energized. Find 
a deep sense of belonging with witty connectors.  

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to be 
more accessible to groups and friendships. Align 
with your need to gather, learn, and inform about 
things progressive and different. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings a time to let go of emotional bag-
gage and tap into a mystical realm full of imagi-
nation and transformation. Let go of the old and 
invite inspiration in. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access 
to deep intuition and soulful nurturing around your 
heart and its need to create and lead with an ad-
venturous spirit of seeking. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Collaboration
Innovation
Originality

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Surrender
Healing
Art

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness
Usefulness



July  | Slowly 
LEO

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings a time to let go of emotional bag-
gage and tap into a mystical realm full of imagi-
nation and transformation. Let go of the old and 
invite inspiration in.  

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
intuition and make intentions to surrender to big-
ger things. New life will slowly start to inspire fresh 
compassionate and artistic paths around the corner. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on you as the sun lights up your per-
sonal season. Reconnect with Self. Find space and 
time to center and get clear about what you want. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Feel subtle 
growth in your days and work processes. Find coop-
eration and tend to any insecurity through routine 
and balance. 

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Surrender
Healing
Art

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness
Usefulness

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Personal Passion
Assertion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Cooperation



August  | Harmonies
LEO

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on you as the sun lights up your 
personal season. Reconnect with Self. Find space 
and time to center and get clear about you want. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh passions 
and let your heart lead you to right paths for you. 
Make intentions to be bold and brave in taking risks 
that’ll give you more freedom. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
The sun lights up the area of your chart connected 
to self-worth. Acknowledge your value and ability 
to bring pleasure to things useful. Revive a focus on 
caring for possession. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Feel a soft inner 
growth around your willingness to compromise and 
link in harmony with others. Let go of anything pre-
venting you from being yourself. in your relationships.

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Personal Passion
Assertion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Cooperation

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
The Senses
Material Life

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks
Empowerment

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your senses 
and make intentions to find pleasure and value 
through the work you do and in cultivating a well 
and rhythmic lifestyle.  
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
The sun lights up the area of your chart connect-
ed to self-worth. Acknowledge your value and 
ability to bring pleasure to things holistic. Revive a 
focus on caring for possession.  

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture a subtle 
depth being felt around sharing your inner and out-
er resources, and those of others in return. Allow a 
natural unfolding—let go of force.

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
The Senses
Material Life

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks
Empowerment

September  | Natural Rhythms
LEO

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Acknowledge your elegance in communication. See 
with fresh eyes, your ability to bring diplomacy to 
community and belonging. Find renewed energy 
for harmonious connection. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your poetic 
mind. Make intentions to bring peace and fairness 
into your thoughts and in how you pollinate beauty 
in your life. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Communication
Community
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Belief



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your elegance in communication. See 
with fresh eyes, your ability to bring diplomacy to 
community and belonging. Find renewed energy 
for trusting connection.

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Nurture a gently growing 
sense of self-trust in how you push your boundaries 
and perspectives. Let go of things unable to nurture 
your seeking spirit. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Communication
Community
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Belief

October  | Trust
LEO

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Feel the sun bring light and focus to your home 
and family life. Acknowledge your precision and 
sense of control in how you nurture the roots of 
your life. Renew focus on intuition. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with empowered 
nurturing. Make intentions to uproot blocks and 
mysteries in your family or home life and to find a 
healthy sense of sharing with trust. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Nurturing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Authority
Aspiration
Focus



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Feel the sun bring light and focus to your home 
and family life. Acknowledge your precision and 
sense of control in how you nurture and ground 
your life. Renew focus on intuition.

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel a subtle nurtur-
ing in your worldly reach and in how aspirations are 
finding more depth. Tap into your intuition and tend 
to your senses. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Nurturing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Authority
Aspiration
Focus

November  | Grounding
LEO

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism find light in your cre-
ative presence. Acknowledge your ability to lead 
in things outside of your wheelhouse or in great 
visionary platforms.  

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
visionary presence. Make intentions to push your 
boundaries in creativity and be commanding in an 
optimistic way. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Heart
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Experimentation
Groups
Friendships



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism find light in your cre-
ative presence. Acknowledge your ability to lead 
in things outside of your wheelhouse or in great 
visionary platforms.  

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
around your friendships and sense of co-creation. 
Tend to your intuition in shedding mental boundar-
ies.  

SEED ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Heart
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Experimentation
Groups
Friendships

December  | Abundance
LEO

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge your impressive ability to bring 
structure and rhythm to daily life, producing abun-
dance of purpose and usefulness in your life. Find 
new focus for cultivating fruitfulness.  

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
reliable and responsible work ethic and bring a spirit 
of cooperation and fairness into your work and daily 
processes.  

SEED ENERGY
Lifestyle
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythm

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Compassion
Surrender
Inspiration
Healing



VIRGO
August 23 - September 22

Lore
 

THE VIRGIN
6TH SIGN | EARTH | MUTABLE (flexible)
LATE SUMMER ENERGY

Named after a term that used to mean ‘one whole unto themselves’, there’s a self-sufficiency that you master as you use
your refining and systematizing ways to craft a well and rhythmic lifestyle. Being a matured soul of the ripe harvest, you know
how to grow a full life. You teach us all about the work ethic it takes to gather as well as discern the wheat from the chaff
of all that’s well and pure. 



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planet, Mercury, is moving and affecting you through 2019. Take note of the three 
retrograde periods as these will mark the times of year, as well as areas of your life, that need a slower reflective pace. Not shown in the 
chart is another rhythm that Mercury makes as either a morning or evening star, only seen for a couple of days around six times each 
year. Your planet is an elusive speedster, hard to pin down, lapping our own orbit around the sun by 3x (although from our perspective it 
seems to only orbit around just over one time—the little trickster with the inside track). Starting out in 2019, Mercury will be in transition 
from a morning star to an evening star as it makes a superior conjunction to the sun (ooposite side of sun from us) on January 29th. On 
February 26/27, you will be able to see your planet just after dusk, above the horizon line. This is Mercury’s Elder of Service phase, similar 
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to Gemini’s Old Man archetype ruled by the same planet, but Mercury takes on slightly different archetypes for you. His relationship to you 
as your ruler in his evening star phase is more as a service provider, someone who knows how to get resutls, produce, and systemize things 
in order to feel useful, helpful, whole, and of purpose. On March 14th an inferior conjunction with the sun will be made (Mercury between 
the earth and the sun), starting the transition to Mercury as the morning star, or the eager youth, running ahead to analyze nature and all 
of the pieces of life that organically weave together. Head out before dawn on April 11th and look to the east before sunrise to see Mercury 
as the morning star. This pattern will repeat twice more over the year. Each time Mercury conjuncts the sun (3 superior and 3 inferior), the 
transition phase starts where you’ll feel yourself begining to open to youthful new ways of seeing how ecologies interact or like a caretaker, 
assisting others to see the inner workings of instinct and sacred rhythms. Your speedy planet has been once around the sun before the 
earth, so you’ve already analyzed, broken things down, and put them back together making you an amazing guide when setting after the 
sun, helping the rest of humanity to process life when in the dark. 

Winter:  In Capricorn for a good chunk of January, your ruler will have you eagerly and lightheartedly analyzing all of the things that bring 
your life the kind of structure that helps you build. Creative projects and taking the lead in something will bring up a few tense moments 
that will ultimately help you to gain clarity around how to handle the spotlight in a cooperative and fair way. New paths will be found and 
you’ll push past the intensity of this with a cool breeze. On the morning of January 24th, you’ll wake to a new tone with your ruler in 
Aquarius. A bit anarchist, but also humanitarian, this 6th house placement will have you looking at the processes and work in your life and 
thinking up original ways to be more free yet productively creative. You may feel a need to not only breakdown the systems of your own 
life, but also the systems that humanity seems to think are teathered to their lives. On the 29th as you meet up with the sun, you begin 
to mature into your Elder of Service role, seeing your purpose as a need to help move others along their paths rather than being in a state 
of analyzing and weaving new webs. February 10th will move your planet along to your artistic and dreamy Piscean relationships. In the eve-
ning star role, this will have you in connection with others in mature and deep ways to help push cosmic messages forward. Your first retro-
grade of the year starts on March 5th in the harmonizing location of your chart. A review of your balance around give and take may need 
to take place. Revisit, rethink, realign. On the 14th, an inferior conjunction between Mercury and the sun will begin your transition toward the 
youthful gatherer, the analyst version of yourself.  

Spring:  The first days of spring will have you ending your Pisces retrograde period. Once direct on March 28th, you’ll see with more clarity, 
partnering directions that feel aligned. At the end of winter, you were focused on being in service. This time around as you retrace some 
steps, you’ll be in analytic and digesting mode. From April 17 - May 6 in the self-focused sing of Aries and your 8th house of intimacy and 
shared resoources, you’ll find greater boldness to understand your brand of independant power. It’s a time for making decisions that will 
propell you towrad exciting paths of being a pioneer in how you share with passionate depth and strategize impulsive resource growth. Find 
your seductive individualism and magnetic ways of being authentic. May 7 - 20 will be for finding grounding and sensuality through pushing 
your horizons. Mercury will be traveling through material Taurus and your worldly 9th hosue. On May 21st you’ll again meet up with the sun 
and begin transitioning to your Elder of Service self. Oh, all the different personas you wear, Virgo. It’s no wonder your nervous system is 
over taxed. At the same time, Mercury will also shift into Gemini and the top of your chart—its 10th house of career. Until June 4th, you’ll be 
in a more wise guiding role moving through the terrain of your aspirations. Your reach may be to help the world through your literary words 
or your ability to make connections and build community. June 5th through the end of spring, a tour through Cancer’s terrain will bring up 
issues of groups and friendships and how they are nurtured and make you feel secure in your life. Use your soulful connection to women, in-
tuition, your ability to create family-like atmosphere to cozy up your group life or collaborate in things around women, feminism, food, cloth-
ing, or home goods. Connect into how the tides of the moon and a need for security are channeled into how you innovate and individuate 
yourself. 



Summer:  Less than a week into summer, on June 27th, Mercury will push into the creative and vital sign of Leo in your final 12th house of 
your chart. This is a sleepy time in your Elder of Service role. Surrender in order to find your light. Get lost in order to lead. Use this time up 
until July 7th, when retrograde season hits once again, to show others how to process shadows in a way that is creative and brings a glam-
orous shine to life. During the retrograde, through August 1st, you are meant to rethink and reflect on how you let go into cosmic flow using 
your heart and your creative spirit. Accept that detours or delays might be redirecting you or showing you things that need to be fixed spir-
itually or artistically. During this retrograde, a solar meet-up will happen on July 21st. This will start your transition from the Elder of Service 
into the youthful analyst. From July 20th through August 1st your review and rewind will take a step back into Cancer and your 11th house. 
Your friendships may take a little hit as some reflection leads you to new insights that need you to take different steps. Walking forward 
again between August 1st and the 10th, you’ll have your chance for a do-over around how to break free into the soulful side of yourself, find-
ing new ways of feeling progressive and friendly while moving through your youthful side of wonderment. Once back in Leo on the 11th, ar-
tistic shine will envelope your heart. Information may seem to download out of nowhere and composing will feel easy as long as your heart 
is leading and you are open to unseen guides showing you symbolic ways of understanding life’s most mysterious systems. August 29th as 
Mercury shifts into your own sign of holistic Virgo, a strong awakening will be felt—your personal spring of the year. This place in your chart, 
your 1st house, is your illumination point where you find a greater sense of self, passion, and assertive power. It’s time to focus on you and 
getting centered and clear. Spring clean, detox your body, and empty you mind of any baggage ready to go. As a Virgo, you can be nit picky 
and critical, but at your core, you are seeking holistic systems—which hold a lot of room for imperfection. Remember this as you busy your-
self to make your Self refined. Energize your life through simplifying. Ritual and routine can instill you with the sense of sacred Self that you 
crave while also leaving room for organic change to take place should obstacles or better rhythms surface. This will last through September 
13th. Back on September 3rd, another solar conjunction will, like clockwork, see you begin to transition back toward being the evening star, or 
the wise elder, using all that you’ve seen on your inside fast-track to help others to places you’ve already been. On September 14th, as the 
wise guide, a harmonious step into the sign of Libra and your 2th house of self-worth will have you modeling for others how to use elegance 
and fairness to give form to their material lives. Until the end of summer, tap your connection to slow, simple pleasures. Take charge of help-
ing others through your senses, leading them to ground with greater balance and romance. 

Autumn:  On October 3rd a new energy will put you into a more serious and mature focus. Moving over to Scorpio’s terrain of intensity and 
your 3rd house of connection, you’ll be fixated on pollinating information and community that is precise and powerful. Words and 
mentalities that go beyond the surface of things—mysterious, psychological, healing, or dealing with shared resources—are areas 
that can bring you a lot of belonging. Creating processes around these things will help you to feel useful. Your last retrograde of 
the year will come in this area of your chart. From October 31st through November 20th you’ll be in a slowdown as the comics 
ask that you reflect on how you are finding your sense of wholeness through the connections you engage. In the middle of this, 
on November 11th, the last transition of the year will happen where you will begin to move from evening star to morning star, 
closing out the year in your more childlike persona, captivated by the layers of processes in the world. Refocused and moving 
forward through Scorpio after November 20th, you’ll find more joyful alignment with your mind and communities. Wide-eyed 
wonder and a thirst for learning will help you recognize the information you need to make headway in your writing, speaking, 
and learning rhythms. From December 9th through the 28th, Sagittarius will envelope Mercury and your attention will focus on 
home and family. There’s an optimism and larger than life attitude that you gravitate toward in the roots of your life and in how 
you nurture. The last few days of the year will place you in the spotlight as you dip into Capricorn and share your ability to give 
structure to creative output. Authority in creativity and leadership that you may have sought in January, will feel more present 
this time around in Capricorn.



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority you’ve honed in lead-
ership and creative presence over the year. Find 
renewed focus for creative projects and joy. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with the 
integrity in your leaderships and creative style. Make 
intentions to find a rhythm in how you produce and 
guard these areas of your life. 

SEED ENERGY
Leadership
Creative Style
Presence
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Groups
Progress

January |  Guardian
VIRGO

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to do work that is 
avant-garde and progressive. Renew focus on culti-
vating daily rhythms of freedom and originality.

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture tender growth 
around how you find presence and glamour through 
your compassionate and artisitc flow. Let go of 
things too complex for your heart. Love all. 

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Mysticism
Art
Surrender
Inspiration



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to do work that is 
avant-garde and progressive. Renew focus on culti-
vating daily rhythms of freedom and originality.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions for 
aligning with work that allows you to break rules, 
think outside of the box, help humanity, or be in-
volved in collaborative creation. 

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Mysticism
Art
Surrender
Inspiration

February | Cocoon
VIRGO

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge what needs compassion in your re-
lationships and sense of balance. Renew focus on 
elegance in inspired fairness and artistic love.  

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the wholeness of 
your life and personal needs. Tend to self-care and 
self-love. Let go of things struggling to find roots 
around your agenda and passions. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Elegance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge what needs compassion in your re-
lationships and sense of balance. Renew focus on 
elegance in inspired fairness and artistic love.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Align with the magic you 
generate through relationships. Make intentions to 
find fluidity and compassion vs illusion and decep-
tion in your partnering patterns. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Elegance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

March  | Bright
VIRGO

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
A bright season of rebirth highlights your need 
to assert and pioneer in how you share and are 
shared with. Renew directness in things powerful. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in 
your 5 earthy senses as fertile nurturing feels deep 
around what you value. Let go of things struggling 
to find roots around pleasure and harmony. 

SEED ENERGY
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks
Shared Resources
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure 
Material Comfort



April  | Purifying
VIRGO

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
A bright season of rebirth highlights your need 
to assert and pioneer in how you share and are 
shared with. Renew directness in things powerful.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
uprooting anything blocking you from your life-force 
and pure Self. Align with your ability to confront 
anything that abuses power.  

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Slow 
your pace and enjoy how these bring you in touch 
with an expansive and seeking spirit. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your self-worth. 

SEED ENERGY
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks
Shared Resources
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure 
Material Comfort

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Belief
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Communication
Belonging



May  | Mystery
VIRGO

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Slow 
your pace and enjoy how these bring you in touch 
with an expansive and seeking spirit. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
pushing your boundaries to find income, value, and 
pleasure in life. Give form and texture to story, be-
liefs, visionary aim, and adventure. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Career and aspirations are lit up as your mind leads 
you to community opportunities. Renew a focus on 
communication as you build a reputation in connec-
tion. 

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
the mysteries of your mind. Tend to a mental pow-
er starting to build within. Let go of things strug-
gling to find roots in connection. 

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Belief
Vision

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Communication
Belonging

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Integrity
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition



June  | Presence
VIRGO

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Career and aspirations are lit up as your mind 
leads you to community opportunities. Renew a 
focus on communication as you build a reputation 
in connection.  

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
authority and your place in the world through your 
ability to connect, use words, and generate ideas. 
Align with mental durability. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer gives you renewed focus and integrity for 
groups and friendships. Acknowledge your ability 
to nurture humanity like family and bring intuitive 
support to co-creation. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access to 
deep nurturing and intuition in your home and fami-
ly. This is your time to make secure, your dreams of 
worldly and expansive roots. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Integrity
Focus

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration
Friendship

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Spotlight
Love



July  | Fierceness
VIRGO

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer gives you renewed focus and integrity for 
groups and friendships. Acknowledge your ability 
to nurture humanity like family and bring intuitive 
support to co-creation.  

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is 
coming alive in your friendships. If endings arise, this 
means bold new growth is on its way. Align with 
your intuition and care for humanity. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The Lion lights up your mystical presence. Be bold 
in channeling art and cosmic connection. Be bold in 
letting go of things that don’t have heart and joy.
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Use your intu-
ition to know the exchanges that are right for you 
in creative realms. Take the lead if there is a cooper-
ative atmosphere. Let go if not. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration
Friendship

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Spotlight
Love

SEED ENERGY
Mysticism
Art
Surrender
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness



August  | Focus
VIRGO

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The Lion lights up your mystical presence. Be bold 
in channeling art and cosmic connection. Be bold in 
letting go of things that don’t have heart and joy.

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with creative flu-
idity. Make intentions to be bold and focused on 
new ways to express your presence through art and 
spirituality. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
It’s your season to be fully focused on YOU! What 
do you want? What are you feeling passionate 
about? Clear clutter, center in Self, and find clarity. 
Focus on honoring your value. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Find a soft inner 
nurturing around how you are fulfilling your sense of 
wholeness through unique work and daily rhythms 
that are detached and friendly. 

SEED ENERGY
Mysticism
Art
Surrender
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Personal Passion
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Cooperation

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your most au-
thentic sense of Self. Make intentions to honor who 
you are and what you identify with. Dream your 
most full dreams. 
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
It’s your season to be fully focused on YOU! What 
do you want? What are you feeling passionate 
about? Clear clutter, center in Self, and find clarity. 
Focus on honoring your value. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture the 
depth of your wisdom and compassion, especially as 
it relates to cooperation and relationships. Let go of 
roots unable to find love.

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Personal Passion
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Cooperation

September  | Wisdom
VIRGO

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance is in your senses. Feel, hear, and taste 
with your graceful touch. Generate exchange, give 
and take, to help you find value and pleasure in 
life. Harmonize with your self-wroth. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with the value of 
your aesthetic and harmonizing ability. Make inten-
tions to give form to design and honor relationships 
with affection and value. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Material Comfort

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Psychology



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance is in your senses. Feel, hear, and taste 
with your graceful touch. Generate exchange, give 
and take, to help you find value and pleasure in 
life. Harmonize with your self-wroth. 

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into a soft, intuitive 
fullness around sharing and nurturing a sense of 
empowerment. Use intuition in authenticity. Let go 
of blocks to Self and passion. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Material Comfort

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Psychology

October  | Inner Light
VIRGO

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
This is a season to dig into the mysteries of infor-
mation and knowledge that elude you. Acknowl-
edge your ability to think with precision and a 
detective instinct. Find tools for OCD.  

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with a penetrat-
ing mind. Make intentions to find hidden depths 
and better yourself with learning and connecting 
with empowered/empowering others. 

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Connection
Mind
Community

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Vision



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
This is a season to dig into the mysteries of infor-
mation and knowledge that elude you. Acknowl-
edge your ability to think with precision and a 
detective instinct. Find tools for OCD.  

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in your 
depths for a faith in life to bless you with expansive 
comfort and value. Let go of things struggling to 
find valuable belief and optimism.  

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Connection
Mind
Community

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Expansion
Vision

November  | Faith
VIRGO

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism bless your home life and 
the roots of your existence. Acknowledge the 
visionary genes you come from. Use them as a 
support to revive a belief in greatness. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with the 
depth of your very worldly roots. Make intentions 
to find wisdom and expansion in your sense of se-
curity and nurturing of the world. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Achievement
Integrity
Authority



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism bless your home life and 
the roots of your existence. Acknowledge the 
visionary genes you come from. Use them as a 
support to revive a belief in greatness. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
around your ability to weave and generate magical 
movement in the world. Let go of things unable to 
find grounding in your authority. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Achievement
Integrity
Authority

December  | Sorcery
VIRGO

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
This is a season to recognize your creative 
strength and ability to give style and presence to 
structuring and building. Authority in leadership 
may come natural to you.

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
creative integrity. Make intentions to give focus, 
respect, and cooperation to your building reputation 
in the spotlight.

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Recreation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Friendship
Collaboration
Humanity
Innovation



LIBRA
September 23rd - October 22

THE SCALES
7TH SIGN | AIR | CARDINAL (initiator)
EARLY AUTUMN ENERGY

Like a mature adult, you understand who you are and what you want out of life. Because of this your ability to compromise
and exchange with balanced give and take makes you elegant and romantically ideal. You teach us all about the importance 
of finding diplomacy and how relationships not only provide greater balance in life but also aesthetic harmony. 



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planet, Venus, is moving and affecting you through 2019. The most poignant news is 
that she will be retrograde-free. Not shown in the chart is another rhythm that Venus makes as either a morning or evening star which 
will affect your general tone. Starting out in 2019, Venus will be seen in the skies as a morning star, or Lucifer (light bearer). In this phase 
through to mid-June when she disappears into the sun’s brightness, this makes you more youthful and expressive of your emotions and 
sensuality. After Venus disappears, making a superior conjunction to the sun on August 14th in Leo, she will reappear several weeks later, in 
early October, as the evening star, or Hesperus. This will make you feel more mature, in control of your emotions and values, focusing them 
inward rather than letting them rush out of you unfiltered. Use the first half of the year to be more free and expressive, the third quarter 
(summer) to find balance between self and other, and the last quarter of the year to find depth in your values and emotional goals. Gener-
ate elegant exchange through sharing and allow vulnerability to rise to your surface, something you’re already a natural at. 

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

VENUS



Winter:  During the winter months, Venus, your planetary ruler, will be moving through the signs of Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, and Aquar-
ius. These are autumn and winter signs that indicate a need to share and be civilized amidst outside similarities and differences. Also trav-
eling through your 2nd - 5th houses, lighter and more self-focused houses will make you motivated and eager to get things going—which is 
great for the morning star phase. You will need to find balance between being impulsive and creative while also mature and considerate due 
to the kinds of scenarios that will likely arise. The flow of energy will focus on connection and community for most of January. From Feb-
ruary 4 - March 1 you’ll feel a little more vulnerable and in need of the kind of security that home and family can provide. Entering March, 
more fun is in store as your ruler moves through your 5th house of creativity and enjoying the spotlight. This will last through March 25th.

Spring:  In the morning star phase all season (and able to be seen before sunrise until mid-June) you’ll have an expressive and impulsive tone 
this spring to match the time of year. From March 26th - April 19th, you’ll be gliding through dreamy Pisces in your productive 6th house. A 
focus on your daily rhythms will have you wanting to lighten your load adding more fun, possibly indulging in a bit of escapism in your day-
to-day dealings. Composing fresh, light art that is useful to the world is a great way to deal with this period. From April 20 - May 14 a stint 
in Aries will give your engines a boost. Action and heat will come alive in your relationships as you find new self-trust around who and how 
to trust in your one-on-one exchanges. May 15 - June 7 brings material Taurus energy in your 8th house of power and shared resources. Feel 
valued through what you share with others (or through what is shared with you). As the morning star side of yourself during this time, ani-
malistic qualities may surface, making you power hungry. Watch hoarding tenancies or greedy behavior in your entanglements. OR that you 
aren’t naive and taken advantage of due to impulsive choices. June 8 - July 2 a move to Gemini will feel easier for your airy ways. Exploration, 
learning, and big community engagement is possible. Also during this window, you’ll begin to settle your more impulsive, uninhibited side as 
your ruler begins to disappear into the sun’s brightness on its way to cross it in August. 

Summer:  Summer will be a season to navigate a transition from your youthful morning star self to your more matured Queenly evening star 
self. The actual crossover of the sun, that marks this, won’t happen until August 14th, but both for several weeks before and after, a balance 
is in negotiation. It’s a time to feel your most balanced between introverted and extroverted, matching your own sign’s qualities of equal 
day and night, harmonizing and equalizing. From July 3 - 26 Venus will move through soulful Cancer, a lovely place to start mellowing out. 
Elegance can be found through honoring your family, nurturing yourself, and trusting your intuition. These are steps that will help you reach 
high and fairly toward aspirations. July 27 - August 20 a bold step into Leo’s lions den will have you engaging groups, collaborations, friend-
ships, and humanity as a leader and creative spark. August 21 - September 13 a turn in Virgo will begin to push you more further toward  
your adult, evening star self. This is a sign that will help you dissolve boundaries and connect to things beyond your understanding. Make 
more time for decompression and find practical ways to escape normal pressures of life to surrender and get lost to find yourself. 

Autumn:  A touch before Autumn Equinox, Venus will move into your own sign on September 14. This will be feel similar to a personal spring 
of the year. Revived boundaries, sense of Self, and passions will bring you to life as you step into your evening star role as a more regal and 
reserved version of yourself. October 8 - 31 you’ll connect to deep self-worth through the intensity of Scorpio, sharing your heart and life 
with others. Slow down and find pleasure though being vulnerable in your inner and outer resources. During this period, if you look to the 
western horizon after sunset, you will see your planet shining bright like a star. November 1 - November 24 a move to Sagittarius will have 
you thinking deeply and connecting to community through philosophical wisdom. This is a great time for foreign travel, especially for edu-
cational purposes or for things with a bigger picture purpose. November 25 - December 19 will have you hunkering down for some self-care, 
tending to home and family (now as a more mature version of yourself versus this same tour in February as the morning star). You’ll find 
more patience and ability to solve problems that will soften and bring depth to the roots of your life. December 20 to 2020 brings rebellious 
Aquarian energy your way as well as creative juices that you’ll be able to step into a leadership role through, making for a great New Year!



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority you have when it 
comes to structure and integrity in the home and 
within family dynamics. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
intuitive authority. Make intentions to nurture your 
foundations and private life with dedicated mastery. 
Find more cooperation at home.

SEED ENERGY
Home 
Family
Security
Intuition

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Reputation
Focus

January |  Syncopation
LIBRA

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge the progressive streak in your cre-
ative and leadership style. Revive focus on finding 
ways to lead and shine in collaborations. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture newly forming 
personal creativity around your progressive aim. Let 
go of things unable to find roots in collaborative and 
innovative grounds. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Humanity
Innovation
Originality



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the progressive streak in your cre-
ative and leadership style. Revive focus on finding 
ways to lead and shine in collaborations. 

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your pro-
gressive command and the human spirit. Make 
intentions to find greater cooperation in your leader-
ship style.

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Spotlight

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Humanity
Innovation
Originality

February | Breakthroughs
LIBRA

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to create art and magic 
in your daily rhythms—in your work. Witness how 
a pace all your own produces better results. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture a glowing practi-
cality in how you surrender and let go of suffering. 
Let go of things struggling to grow depth around 
thoughtfulness and compassion.

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness
Daily Rhythms

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Inspiration
Healing
Art
Surrender



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to create art and magic 
in your daily rhythms—in your work. Witness how 
a pace all your own produces better results. 

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around gentleness in your work and day-to-day 
organization. Align with dreams and your ability to 
give practicality to them. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Wellness
Daily Rhythms

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Inspiration
Healing
Art
Surrender

March  | Assert
LIBRA

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
Spring leads you to an assertive energy around 
generating exchange in your life—giving and receiving. 
Find balance between your needs and others needs. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in your 
self-trust. Nurture your sense of self with depth in 
order to reach high in you relationships. Let go of 
imbalances. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Agenda
Assertion



April  | Strength
LIBRA

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
Spring leads you to an assertive energy around 
generating exchange in your life—giving and receiving. 
Find balance between your needs and others needs.

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions for what 
you need in relationships. Be strong in your clarity 
and boundaries. Align with your harmonious style 
and avoid codependency.  

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Find 
mystery through the pleasures that seduce you. 
Witness blocks they lead to and uproot them.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis in needing 
to nurture yourself. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Agenda
Assertion

SEED ENERGY
Mystery
Intimacy
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Material Comfort



May  | Fortitude
LIBRA

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Find 
mystery through the pleasures that seduce you. 
Witness blocks they lead to and uproot them.

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding empowerment through how you share your 
personal value, hence how resources are shared 
back. Align with Fortitude. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to generate movement 
and community as you seek and push boundaries 
in unfamiliar territory. Revive a belief in connection. 
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
your values and pleasures. With extra self-care, find 
the strength to uproot things blocking your self-
worth.  

SEED ENERGY
Mystery
Intimacy
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Material Comfort

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging



June  | Clarifying
LIBRA

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to generate movement 
and community as you seek and push boundaries 
in unfamiliar territory. Revive a belief in connection.   

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
learning more about the world and feeling a greater 
connection to it. Align with your curiosity in philoso-
phy and concepts. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings career and aspirations into focus. 
Feel light and clarity in how your intuition brings you 
authority in the world. Revive your need to nurture 
the world and women. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: Feel a subtle glow 
in your sense of belonging and community. Connect 
with depth over grand ideas. Let go of unsustain-
able visions. 

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging

SEED ENERGY
Aspiration
Authority
Structure
Responsibility

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Roots
Inspiration
Home
Security



July  | Inner Knowing
LIBRA

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings career and aspirations into focus. 
Feel light and clarity in how your intuition brings 
you authority in the world. Revive your need to 
nurture the world and women.

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is 
starting to push into your career life. It’s been com-
plex and inspiring for several years but endings are 
leading to fresh cycles of clarity and growth. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
A spotlight shines on your ability to lead groups and 
bring light and joy to collaboration. Revive an inner 
knowing of your powerful presence as a humane 
leader. 

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Find a coopera-
tive spirit in your home as your authority becomes 
more obvious. Others may challenge your family 
position. Harmonizing is key.

SEED ENERGY
Aspiration
Authority
Structure
Responsibility

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Roots
Inspiration
Home
Security

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Star-Power
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership



August  | Boundaries
LIBRA

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
A spotlight shines on your ability to lead groups and 
bring light and joy to collaboration. Establish bound-
aries with your powerful presence as a humane 
leader. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh and bold 
creativity coming to life in your group orientation. 
Make intentions to find leadership and playfulness in 
your co-creative efforts. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Dreaming and surrender come hand in hand this 
season with practicality and finding use for art and 
inspiration. Revive a need to bring wellness and 
rhythm to inspired surrendering.

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Feel a soft and subtle 
nurturing in your progressive creative style. Tend to 
it to grow depth and soulfulness in your heart. Let 
go of unsustainable love. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Innovation
Collaboration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Star-Power
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership

SEED ENERGY
Dreams
Fluidity
Compassion
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle
Work
Wellness

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your most 
ideal daily life. Make intentions to bring fluidity and 
magic into your mundane duties and the work that 
you do.  
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Dreaming and surrender come hand in hand this 
season with practicality and finding use for art 
and inspiration. Revive a need to bring wellness 
and rhythm to inspired surrendering. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture your 
heart and how it finds depth in your daily routines 
and processes. Let go of things struggling to find 
usefulness in your life. 

SEED ENERGY
Dreams
Fluidity
Compassion
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle
Work
Wellness

September  | Heartbeat
LIBRA

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance infuses your pulse as your personal sea-
son arrives. Acknowledge your passion to harmo-
nize with assertive diplomacy. Revive a focus on 
what you need and trust in yourself.

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with balance and 
resonance. Make intentions that sing to who you 
are at your very core. That tease your most person-
al passions to life. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-trust
Personal Passions
Agenda
Assertion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance infuses your pulse as your personal sea-
son arrives. Acknowledge your passion to harmonize 
with assertive diplomacy. Revive a focus on what 
you need and trust in yourself.

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into a soft, intuitive 
ability to assert your needs and equally balance 
the needs of others. Let go of things unable to find 
relational depth. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-trust
Personal Passions
Agenda
Assertion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

October  | Rejuvenation
LIBRA

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
This is a season to dig into the hidden depths of 
your self-worth and values. Bring light to the mys-
teries blocking you from your fully empowered sense 
of pleasure and material comfort. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with an em-
powered flow to your self-worth. Make intentions 
to bring more sharing of your heart and soul with 
others to feel your personal power. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-worth
Simple Pleasures
Value
Slow Living

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Empowerment
Entanglement
Psychology



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
This is a season to dig into the hidden depths 
of your self-worth and values. Bring light to the 
mysteries blocking you from your fully empowered 
sense of pleasure and material comfort. 

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel a subtle nurturing 
in your ability to find pleasure in sharing your heart 
and personal resources. Let go of things unable to 
find depth in intimacy. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-worth
Simple Pleasures
Value
Slow Living

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Empowerment
Entanglement
Psychology

November  | Softly
LIBRA

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and big ideas sweep in this season as a 
light shines on your mind’s love of pushing bound-
aries. Revive and focus on connecting through 
belief and philosophical interest. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with ideas 
and communities academic or worldly in nature. 
Make intentions to find belonging through sharing 
your beliefs and optimism. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Belonging
Communication

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Belief
Visionary Aim
Expansion
Optimism



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and big ideas sweep in this season as a 
light shines on your mind’s love of pushing bound-
aries. Revive and focus on connecting through 
belief and philosophical interest. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
around your connection to the world and the shar-
ing of beliefs and ideals. Let go of things unable to 
find depth in concept and vision. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Belonging
Communication

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Belief
Visionary Aim
Expansion
Optimism

December  | Gratitude
LIBRA

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
This is a season to recognize your responsibility 
and duty to your family and home. Find gratitude 
for the security provided by these and refresh 
your focus on building security.  

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with soulful 
structuring. Make intentions to find greater compro-
mise and peacefulness in your need to feel authori-
tative in family dynamics. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Nurturing
Soulfulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Focus
Authority
Aspirations



SCORPIO
October 23 -  November 21

THE SCORPION
8TH SIGN | WATER | FIXED (stubborn)
MID AUTUMN ENERGY

Like an adult in the autumn stage of maturity, you know your power, your allure, and your ability to be precise and controlled  
in your life and in how you entangle with others. It’s not been without its trials, but that’s what’s given you the ability to see
to the heart of any merging of inner or outer resources. You teach us all about how to face demons, uproot blocks,` and face  
transformation and power with grit and stamina.  



Summary:  The above chart shows how your personal planets, Mars and Pluto, are moving and affecting you through 2019. Why do you get 
two ruling planets? This is because until Pluto’s discovery, astrologers assigned Mars to steward over your sign. They formed such a bond 
that there is still a relationship left. I’m an advocate that Pluto’s symbolism is much more aligned to your own, making me believe that he’s 
your true ruler, but that Mars will always be on hand as an advocate to help you move things along when you need a bit of a pick-me-up. 
Call on him when you are too fixated or obsessing over things you can’t do much about. Since Pluto is suuuuch a slow mover, he gives you 
the control and precision that you truly crave. This slowness and power to focus can also be the thing that creates blocks in your life that 
you’ll many time over have to uproot or burn something down in order to rebuild with access to what was cut off. You are the zodiac’s 
Phoenix, reinventing yourself many times in a lifetime. Since 2008, Pluto has had you focused on your alignment, integrity, and focus around 
community, connection, and communication. He goes back and forth from direct to retrograde to direct over just 3 degrees this year (which 
is typical). Taking notes from the Sabian Symbols (symbolism for each degree of the zodiac—Dane Rudhyar’s version used as inspiration), 
Capricorn degrees 20-23 that you move through this year are concerned specifically with a high view of life, an elevation that can either 
bring greed or lessons that the truly great have suffered. The progression: 1) learning about group success, being part of a team in coopera-
tion yet engaging in competition. It’s about taking control of your own mastery in service of a more broad goal. 2) Learning defeat as some-
thing that can bring you greater lessons than victory, especially when others are under your command. Inner strength is developed not 

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

MARS

PLUTO



by winning but by how we respond and learn. 3) Chosen to make sacrifice and risk of self for the good of society, you are rewarded. What 
is the just relationship to hold between yourself and society? 4) Gaining the acceptance of society to commit to a spiritual goal, removing 
yourself from the strains and stresses of mundane life in favor of achieving something that transcends security. These are some themes 
that your ruler will go back and forth over this year, committed to precision and control in connecting to their power. As for Mars, when you 
need a break, he’s in a fast forward motion this year, retrograde-free, and can be a bridge for you to get more done. The quarter season 
overview (below) will give more insight into his access and movements in your chart this year. 

Winter:  Mars moves into his home sign of Aries on New Year’s Eve, igniting a new 2-year cycle for him. For you, his journey starts in your 6th 
house of work and lifestyle. You could find revived passion and clarity about how to feel whole and useful through pioneering or indepen-
dant work. You’ll have energy to focus on the rhythms of your days and create more clear processes and systems to be efficient and useful. 
On February 12th he meets up with Uranus, rebel planet, for a surprise of sorts. Groups or collaborations, as well as erratic happenings, have 
played prominently in your work life since 2011 with this progressive planet having been centered in Aries. This date may show you how big of 
a deal that’s been. On February 15th you will feel Mars’ move into Taurus and your 7th hosue. This will get you in touch with your 5 earthy 
senses and help you to refresh how you find balance, harmony, and attend to the exchanges needed to cultivate healthy relationships. It’s a 
great time to ground, slow down, and see what you truly honor in your partnerships and the give and take in your life. 
             
Spring:  On March 31st Mars, will move into the agile and intellectual sign of Gemini. This will get you thinking and communicating about your 
more intimate and entangled needs. Sharing your words and with your community will bring greater empowerment to your life. You may 
feel blocked or resist sharing your ideas, but this is how you can create wealth and intimacy in your life. View your mind as a resource that 
needs to be in exchange to create greater flow of intimacy and wealth management. Let mysteries seduce you. They will lead you to wit-
ness your blocks and how to uproot them. Come May 16th Mars will shift into Cancer for the rest of spring. You may become more vulnera-
ble as you seek greater security. Oddly, this may be felt through the need to expand your horizons. Use your imagination and soulfulness to 
broaden your perspectives around home, family, and comfort. On June 12th as Mars crosses over the North Node, pay attention to themes 
that come up. There will be an eclipse here one month later that will create some big new beginnings around themes of pushing your com-
fort zone. The days surrounding June 18th hold a lot of energy for you as Saturn and your other ruler, Pluto, will be in opposition from Capri-
corn. There could be push-pull scenarios around feeling secure in your own neighborhood vs seeking things in the greater world. 

Summer:  A move to Leo in the first days of July will have you focused on career and aspirational goals. The spotlight may be on you as you 
stand tall as a leader and creative in the world. On August 18th a move into Virgo will see you detaching a little from life. This sign places 
Mars in your 11th house of groups, innovation, friendships, and humanity. You may start to ponder your future and the future of the world. 
A step out of ego will allow you to be part of something greater than you to co-create for the future. With Virgo at the helm here, you can 
find your personal brilliance through systematizing and organizing groups, helping them to find their productive output and usefulness. 

Autumn:  October 4th through November 18th, Mars will travel into your shadow house of Libra, asking that you allow yourself extra time to 
decompress, surrender, and dream. In the last house of your chart, before stepping into your own sign on November 19th, you may feel some 
overwhelm. Just as we need a good night sleep to function well for a new day, this part of your chart needs you to rest for a new year. 
Between November 19th and the end of the year, a move to Scorpio could bring a feeling of awakening, clarity, and passion to your surface. 
Slowly clear debris from your life through spring cleaning, detoxes, and mental cataloging of what old mindsets are ready to be swept away. 
As you do this, the clarity and space surrounding you will make room for new paths and agendas to appear. 



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority you’ve honed in gener-
ating community and connections. Revive a focus 
on lively and responsible communication. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with integ-
rity. Make intentions to build relationships in your 
community, helping your career aims. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Community
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Optimism
Visionary Aim
Belief

January |  Flirtation
SCORPIO

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge the goodwill and friendship you’ve 
established in the roots of your home and family 
life. Do things your own way at home. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture newly forming 
career aspirations with depth and protection. Let go 
of responsibilities not finding roots in your heart. 

SEED ENERGY
Home 
Family
Security
Roots

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Responsibility
Aspirations
Authority



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge the goodwill and friendship you’ve 
established in the roots of your home and family 
life. Do things your own way at home.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Align with the roots of 
your life that are aloof yet humane. Make intentions 
to bring goodwill and friendship into your home and 
family affairs. 

SEED ENERGY
Home 
Family
Security
Roots

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Responsibility
Aspirations
Authority

February | Reach
SCORPIO

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge a fluidity and illusion in your creative 
style. Escapism and art make you an elusive cre-
ative genius. Revive new creative juices. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the practicality 
you display in group affairs. Feel a subtle need to 
protect your rhythms in innovative reach. Let go of 
criticism of groups and friends. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Spotlight Style

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Humanity
Innovation
Friendships



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge a fluidity and illusion in your creative 
style. Escapism and art make you an elusive cre-
ative genius. Revive new creative juices. 

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around being creative and leading through compas-
sion. Let go of any old baggage in creative affairs. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Stoplight Style

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Humanity
Innovation
Friendships

March  | Shedding Layers
SCORPIO

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
This season awakens your need to get things 
done and be independant in your daily routines 
and work. Revive and focus on being assertive in 
daily life.

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in 
fresh healing. Shed layers of baggage around rela-
tionships and find forgiveness for yourself and Other 
for past shadows.  

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness
Lifestyle

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Compassion
Art
Inspiration
Surrender



April  | Bubbling
SCORPIO

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
This season awakens your need to get things done 
and be independant in your daily routines and work. 
Revive and focus on being assertive in daily life.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Align with an independant 
spirit. Make intentions to be productive in your 
assertive style and find passion to create bubbling 
usefulness and wholeness in lifestyle. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Allow 
these to lead you to harmony and value in your 
relationships. Revive pleasurable balance. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your spirituality. 

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Wellness
Lifestyle

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Compassion
Art
Inspiration
Surrender

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Harmonizing
Balance
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Agenda
Centering



May  | Command
SCORPIO

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Allow 
these to lead you to harmony and value in your 
relationships. Revive pleasurable balance.

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Align with fairness. 
Make intentions to find harmony and balance in life 
through valuing partners and enjoying simple materi-
al pleasure together.   

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and mind generate buzz in your ability 
to connect in empowering ways. Revive a focus on 
penetrating mysteries in your communicative style.
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
yourself at this moon. Feel a subtle glow and depth 
in your personal command. Let go of things unable 
to find depth in your center.  

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Harmonizing
Balance
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Agenda
Centering

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Seeking
Philosophy
Visionary Aim

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Material Comfort



June  | Sensual
SCORPIO

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and mind generate buzz in your ability 
to connect in empowering ways. Revive a focus on 
penetrating mysteries in your communicative style.

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Align with your alluring 
mind. Make intentions to bring empowering intimacy 
and affection into your communications.  

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings greater optimism into your life. 
Acknowledge your soulful, vulnerable, and imagina-
tive connection to philosophy and things foreign or 
academic. Share you intuitive beliefs. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access to 
deep intuition and growth in how you find adventur-
ous value and expansive self-wroth. 

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Mystery
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Value
Material Comfort

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Seeking
Philosophy
Visionary Aim

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging



July  | Integrity
SCORPIO

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings greater optimism into your life. 
Acknowledge your soulful, vulnerable, and imagina-
tive connection to philosophy and things foreign 
or academic. Share you intuitive beliefs. 

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is com-
ing alive in your optimistic outlook. Things have been 
complex around expansion and belief, but letting go 
of the old is igniting new paths. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on your career and position in the 
world. New paths are likely starting to unfold and a 
lot of energy is felt for the aspirations in your life. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture the con-
nections and the communities in your life. If there 
are things feeling unbalanced around exchange in 
connection, let go of them. 

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Seeking
Philosophy
Visionary Aim

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Integrity
Authority

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition



August  | Richness
SCORPIO

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on your career and position in the 
world. New paths are likely starting to unfold and a 
lot of energy is felt for the aspirations in your life. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh goals in 
achieving and authority in the world through your 
ability to lead and shine. Make intentions to stand 
with integrity in your heart. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Groups and friendships are lit up in this season, and 
for you, this brings to life your critiquing ways and 
ability to systemize and give use to collaborations 
and movements.

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: The underground 
roots of your life are relaxing into deep and rich 
soils. Nurture and tend to self-care, family, and 
home. Let go of things struggling to ground. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Integrity
Authority

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Intuition

SEED ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Detachment
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creativity
Leadership
Presence

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with an open-mind 
and make intentions to see through different lenses, 
the way collaboration awakens you as wells as your 
ability to feel purpose in life. 
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Groups and friendships are lit up in this season, 
and for you, this brings to life your critiquing ways 
and ability to systemize and give use to collabora-
tions and movements. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture an open-
ness in your heart. Let it lead you to growth in 
creativity and love. Let go of things you can’t find 
compassion and heart-space for. 

SEED ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Detachment
Innovation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Heart
Creativity
Leadership
Presence

September  | Open Heart
SCORPIO

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance arrives with a very open heart. Be willing 
to see your shadows around fairness and relation-
ships. Find light to warm an atmosphere of for-
giveness and psychic relationships.

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with cooperative 
compassion. Make intentions to be more honest 
and open-hearted in your balance of giving and re-
ceiving—in your relational flow. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Clarity
Personal Passion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Usefulness
Daily Rhythm



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance arrives with a very open heart. Be willing 
to see your shadows around fairness and relation-
ships. Find light to warm an atmosphere of for-
giveness and psychic relationships. 

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into an intuitive 
growth around your instincts and how they help 
you to be assertive. Lean into self-trust in your di-
verse daily rhythms and work. 

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Surrender
Spirituality
Shadow

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Usefulness
Daily Rhythm

October  | Diversity
SCORPIO

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Your personal season shines a light on a new 
yearly cycle for you. Find time to center in Self. 
Clear clutter, do a detox, and reboot your drive 
and personal passions. Energy is building in you.

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with your au-
thenticity. Make intentions to shed anything that’s 
cluttering your clarity and to get in tune with your 
personal needs and passions.  

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Clarity
Personal Passion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Equality
Fairness
Elegance



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Your personal season shines a light on a new 
yearly cycle for you. Find time to center in Self. 
Clear clutter, do a detox, and reboot your drive 
and personal passions. Energy is building in you.

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel a depth growing 
in your relational exchanges. Nurture the sensuality 
and simple pleasures of being in relationship with 
others. Let go of possessiveness. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Centering
Clarity
Personal Passion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Equality
Fairness
Elegance

November  | Openings
SCORPIO

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism embody how you con-
nect to self-worth and value. Feel revived energy 
around your ability to give form to your beliefs 
and grand visions. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
ability to be lucky in financial opportunities. Make 
intentions to value your seeking spirit and a belief in 
your personal worth. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Material Comfort

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Psychology
Wealth/Debt
Uprooting Blocks



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism embody how you con-
nect to self-worth and value. Feel revived energy 
around your ability to give form to your beliefs 
and grand visions. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep and soulful 
growth in your ability to connect with others with 
intimacy and vulnerability. Let go of an over-concern 
of fitting in.  

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Material Comfort

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Psychology
Wealth/Debt
Uprooting Blocks

December  | Connection
SCORPIO

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
The year circles back around to your love of 
finding position and authority in community and 
connection. Stay true to your integrity and you’ll 
find the connections you need. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
integrity and a cooperative spirit in your communi-
ties. Make intentions to build authority as a profes-
sional or respected connector.  

SEED ENERGY
Connection
Community
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Perspective
Wisdom
Sharing Beliefs



SAGITTARIUS
November 22 - December 20

THE ARCHER
9TH SIGN | FIRE | MUTABLE (flexible)
LATE AUTUMN ENERGY

Wise in your ways, you are the perennial adult who’s been through the ringer, pushed your boundaries, and experienced an 
ability to reach the other side of dark nights outside of your comfort zone. You know that perception is all that stands
between playing it safe and leaping into a bigger life. You teach us all the value of understanding how others live, believe, and
view civilization. It’s in your ability to broaden horizons that you see the philosophical truth and best ruling of any scenario.    



Summary:  Your fire cousin, Leo, may be the royal Kings & Queens of the zodiac, but with Jupiter ruling your sign, you hold title as the Gods 
and Goddesses ruling over all—more mythical and veiled, but holding great powers. The largest planet in our solar system, you are bigger 
than life in many ways, making optimism and a willingness to throw yourself into unfamiliar terrain your trademark. Sharing perspective and 
wisdom is your root desire which means your job is to broaden your horizons with experiences that bring both epic wins and failures. You 
tend to aim and shoot for the stars—seeing the details around you isn’t your thing—but somehow you manage to find a way to your big 
visions, using the light of the stars in darkness as a compass. But this is also why most of your failures result, in not seeing the details that 
need attention. Honed focus and a whole lot of belief, seeking, storytelling, publishing, religion, higher education, philosophy, and big enter-
prises are your domain. If you can take a giant step back to look at your planet’s orbit around the zodiac, you’ll see that in the longterm, 
some of your failures aren’t actually failures. Jupiter is very closely aligned to the sun, they’re polar opposites in ways. It’s the planet that 
hugs the ecliptic more closely than any other, sticking almost exactly in-line with the sun’s apparent path. Where the sun travels this path, 
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covering 12 signs yearly, Jupiter spends one year in each sign, traveling the path every 12 years. What this means is that Jupiter acts like a 
great big oak tree —or an oak door—to each sign’s strongest growth and vision. Do not rush things, Do not give up hope. At each big failure, 
note that maybe things will come full circle in a different way, years from now, with success. The great thinkers and philosophers of the world 
are ruled by your sign and hence the creation of civilization is a magic power in your bag. This year, Jupiter is igniting a new 12-year journey as 
he entered your sign in November 2018, to stay until December of this year. What you start now may not take off quickly. No oak tree takes 
off quickly. But, it is a year that you are having a personal spring of life. Fresh ideas, new clarity, and new paths are opening. Pace yourself, 
there’s a long ride ahead. Things may even seem to fail, but track what you initiate now and over the course of the next 12 years. Reflect 
on how your perspectives change and expand, possibly circling back around with success markers each 3 years, hitting some kind final and 
massive summit when Jupiter reaches Virgo (ruling your 10th house of achievement) in July 2027 - August 2028. There are other things in your 
chart that will have shorter cycles and quicker successes, but your most personally held agendas and passions are on the slow, but great, 
growth model. At any time, you can look back 12 years and ask what you were doing and if something similar in theme to that period is hav-
ing a growth spurt.  Because your planetary ruler is in one sign all year, there’s not much movement to track in the below quarter seasons, 
but I’ll give notes about a few big moments to watch out for. 

Winter:  Revive your engines! The past couple of years, but especially last year, have likely been a bit stagnate as your work was focused on 
breaking down and releasing your previous cycle. This whole year is a bit like a sunrise with fresh notes of a new day helping you to con-
nect to new passions. But especially winter will be your quarter of reawakening. January 13th and 14th hold the first of three Jupiter Neptune 
squares to happen this year, adding a bit of fantasy to your tone. To a smaller degree, this will be felt for a good chunk of the year. This 
dreamy quality mixed in with your new begining cycle will add some glamour and intuitive imagination to 2019. January 21st and 22nd will bring 
a very lovely meet-up with Venus in your sign. She is coming to whisper how beautiful and valuable you are. Spruce up your look, wardrobe, 
beauty rituals, and open yourself to receiving, in whatever form you most need. 

Spring:  Slow things down as you move into spring. Jupiter is heading for a retrograde to start on April 10th (lasting through mid summer), 
but it’s shadow period, the weeks before it enters retrograde, is also not great for committing to things as you’re going to be retracing those 
steps. Your personal full moon of the year will fall on June 17th. Even though you’ll be in a more introspective place, this will be a time of feel-
ing your new path and year of spring vibes, blossoming and maturing. Allow space for things to feel their way through the dark of the retro-
grade. Some deep and insightful nutrients can be found during this time giving you soulful energy. The lasts few days of spring, surrounding 
June 16th, Jupiter and Neptune square off again, igniting some even dreamier glamorous vibes as your planet is in an introspective state. 

Summer:  Early summer will be a great time to drift off and do exactly as you want to do. Dive into your inner layers in order to find clarity 
around new passions igniting. Easily and calmly, give things time to vibrate and excite you. Get lost to find yourself. Your identity is getting a 
makeover and that takes some time to negotiate. Allow yourself to test and try new things. Don’t’ expect everything to stick this year. The 
work of reaching your deepest authenticity insists on impulse and bravery, and that’s exactly what this year is about. Come August 11th, a 
return to direct motion will have you looking forward and seeing more clearly than you did in the spring as you double back with new views 
and perspective on paths already tread. 

Autumn:  The first few days of autumn are drenched in the third and final Jupiter Neptune, surrounding the 21st of September. This time, the 
dynamic tension between the two will have you seeing with greater clarity and accuracy, how to use inspiration and spirit to broaden your 
beliefs and perspectives. The days surrounding October 24th will bring a deeper connection to the seasons and cycles of earth, and how its 
systems and ecologies can inspire passionate fruitfulness as Ceres connects with Jupiter. Ending the year, a move to Capricorn on December 
2nd will see you feeling more sure of what passions you are going to pursue. It will now be time to slow down, giving your senses time to 
honor and bring more form and value to your path. 



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge the authority you’ve honed around 
integrity in value and personal worth. Slow and 
steady is your best path to personal finances. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
upright standards in financial dealings. Make inten-
tions to give honor, form, and texture to your im-
peccable foresight and planning skills. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Simple Pleasures
Material Comfort
Values

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Shred Resources

January | Rosebud
SAGITTARIUS

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Witness your ability to be detached yet a conduit 
for community group affairs. Feel the love and 
blossoming of your cool style of connecting.

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture bold new ener-
gy that’s under your surface around being a creative 
and leader in philosophy, academia, publishing, story 
telling, religion, or all things foreign.

SEED ENERGY
Community
Connection
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Sharing Beliefs
Visionary Aim
Optimism



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Witness your ability to be detached yet a conduit 
for community group affairs. Feel the love and 
blossoming of your cool style of connecting. 

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your original, 
off-beat quirkiness in connection. Make intentions 
to electrify your communities through your commu-
nication and in how you connect.

SEED ENERGY
Community
Connection
Communication
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Sharing Beliefs
Visionary Aim
Optimism

February | Judgment
SAGITTARIUS

18th | PISCES SEASON
Witness the depth of your roots in spiritual, in-
spired, and cosmic soils. Find power in and uproot 
any blocks to your ability to nurture your life. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the wholeness 
you build with in your career. Feed an intuitive and 
subtle growth in how you reach high through your 
ability to systemize and refine. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Ancestry
Family
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Integrity



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Witness the depth of your roots in spiritual, in-
spired, and cosmic soils. Find power in and uproot 
any blocks to your ability to receive in your life. 

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make new intentions 
around finding the fertility and proper conditions 
in home and family dynamics to cultivate healthy, 
compassionate growth and security. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Ancestry
Family
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Integrity

March  | Reciprocity
SAGITTARIUS

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
Your creative juices are bold and fiery as we step 
into spring. You are a leader and creative who needs 
independence, creating paths for the rest to follow. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt around 
how your elegance and ability to bring balance and 
fairness to groups. Let go of things struggling to 
find nurturing in friendships. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Innovation
Groups



April  | Creative Integrity
SAGITTARIUS

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
Your creative juices are bold and fiery as we step 
into spring. You are a leader and creative who needs 
independence, creating paths for the rest to follow.   

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
creative projects that are feeling passionate and 
bold in your vibrations. Align with your willingness to 
be a leader through pioneering. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Feel your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let pleasure 
lead you through your daily rhythm. Do work and 
cultivate a lifestyle of slowness and value.
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your friendships.  

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Innovation
Groups

SEED ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Lifestyle
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Inspiration
Spirituality
Surrender



May  | Reverent Purpose
SAGITTARIUS

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Feel your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let pleasure 
lead you through your daily rhythm. Do work and 
cultivate a lifestyle of slowness and value.  

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding value through the work you do and doing 
work that gives form to things you honor and find 
pleasure in. Align with holistic worth. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and connection bubble with excitement 
and blossoming energy in your relationships. Dia-
logue and ideas will light up with a breezy, witty 
elegance. 

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Feel a subtle and 
deep glow in how you are healing and uprooting 
blocks to your cosmic connection or artistic flow. 
Surrender fixations to let the universe in. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Lifestyle
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Inspiration
Spirituality
Surrender

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Exchange
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Personal Passions
Centering



June  | Diversity
SAGITTARIUS

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and connection bubble with excitement 
and blossoming energy in your relationships. Dialogue 
and ideas will light up with a breezy, witty elegance  

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
deep connection and belonging with partners or 
through the balance of giving and receiving in your 
life. Align with movement and fun.  

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer begins on an eerie note as the intensity 
and psychological center of your chart is lit up. Take 
time to witness and uproot blocks around intuition, 
security, and family. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access to 
the deepest most nurtured roots of Self right now. 
Tap in and nurture your self-trust, clarity of pas-
sions, and illuminated center. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Exchange
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Personal Passions
Centering

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Entanglement
Uprooting Block
Wealth/Debt

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Simple Pleasures
Possessions



July  | Reorienting
SAGITTARIUS

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer begins on an eerie note as the intensity 
and psychological center of your chart is lit up. 
Take time to witness and uproot blocks around 
intuition, security, and family.  

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is com-
ing alive in your connection to shared resources and 
in relation to family and an ability to cultivate em-
powered nurturing. Let go of complex baggage.

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight shines bright on your willingness to 
take command in areas of belief and expansion. 
Your visionary aim is alive. Where is your compass 
pointing?

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Use your intu-
ition and subtle growth being felt to honor the im-
peccability of your senses and values. Reorient with 
cooperation around finances.  

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Entanglement
Uprooting Block
Wealth/Debt

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Simple Pleasures
Possessions

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Visionary Aim
Optimism
Luck

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging



August  | Bridge Building
SAGITTARIUS

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight shines bright on your willingness to 
take command in areas of belief and expansion. 
Your visionary aim is alive. Where is your compass 
pointing?

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh paths 
opening to you around your ability to lead in bound-
ary pushing areas. Make intentions to connect with 
your passion and authenticity through story. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
With light shining at the top of your chart, feel the 
eyes of the world on you. It’s your time to show 
the integrity and authority you’ve built around holis-
tic, purposeful living. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Deep and fertile 
energy is alive in your mind and a sense of connec-
tion in your communities. Nurture and tend to your 
thoughts and ideas. Let go of negativity.  

SEED ENERGY
Expansion
Visionary Aim
Optimism
Luck

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Belonging

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Integrity
Alignment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Roots
Home
Family
Intuition

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with process and re-
finement. Make intentions to slowly build reputation 
and solidity around how you cultivate wholeness in 
an organic and systematic way.  
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
With light shining at the top of your chart, feel the 
eyes of the world on you. It’s your time to show 
the integrity and authority you’ve built around ho-
listic, purposeful living. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Intuition and nurtured 
security are glowing deeply in your heart as the 
roots of your chart are in a phase of feeding. Let go 
of illusions around home and family.

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Integrity
Alignment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Roots
Home
Family
Intuition

September  | Glowing Heart
SAGITTARIUS

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance finds bright balance and a full heart 
through the beauty you co-create with others this 
season. Highlight your ability to bring fairness and 
harmonizing to group dynamics. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with collective 
harmonies. Make intentions to hear the voice of 
groups—listen and dialogue. Through this, you’ll 
know how to beautify and love the masses. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendships
Co-Creation
Progress

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Playfulness
Command



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance finds bright balance and a full heart 
through the beauty you co-create with others this 
season. Highlight your ability to bring fairness and 
harmonizing to group dynamics. 

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into an intuitive wis-
dom in your creative fires. Nurture the energy and 
assertive pulse that’s feeding off of fertile magic. 
Let go of things inauthentic to you. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendships
Co-Creation
Progress

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Presence
Leadership
Playfulness
Command

October  | Magic
SAGITTARIUS

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Shadow layered on mystery brings magical inten-
sity to life through your DNA. You can witness 
blocks to the veil between worlds. Channel cosmic 
power to uproot ancient baggage. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with cosmic 
connection. Make intentions to empower yourself 
through plugging into the oneness of all—into a flow 
of inspired energy from beyond. 

SEED ENERGY
Shadow
Cosmic Unity
Surrender
Healing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Purpose
Work
Lifestyle



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Shadow layered on mystery brings magical inten-
sity to life through your DNA. You can witness 
blocks to the veil between worlds. Channel cosmic 
power to uproot ancient baggage. 

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel a soft and protect-
ed nurturing under your surface around your sense 
of wellness and daily rhythms. Let go of things you 
don’t value about your days.

SEED ENERGY
Shadow
Cosmic Unity
Surrender
Healing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Purpose
Work
Lifestyle

November  | Containment
SAGITTARIUS

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Moving from occupying the full container of the 
universe back into the container of Self at your 
personal season can feel refreshing, igniting new 
passions to life. Open to new paths. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your fo-
cus and aim. Make intentions to shoot for the stars, 
bringing your great visions to life with optimism and 
pushing your boundaries. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Personal Passion
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Moving from occupying the full container of the 
universe back into the container of Self at your 
personal season can feel refreshing, igniting new 
passions to life. Open to new paths. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
in your relationships. Listen to your intuition and 
connect in soft soulful ways. Let go of relational 
negativity or anxiety.  

SEED ENERGY
Self
Clarity
Personal Passion
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

December  | Focus
SAGITTARIUS

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
Your strict values come into focus at the end of 
the year. Use your shining integrity to feel your 
worth. Revive interest in giving form and honoring 
to your structuring abilities. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
reliable and responsible connection to the material 
world. Make intentions to honor your integrity with 
feeling the elegance of your worth. 

SEED ENERGY
Value
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Comfort

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Entanglement
Wealth/Debt
Intimacy



CAPRICORN
December 21 - January 19

THE SEA GOAT
10TH SIGN | EARTH | CARDINAL (initiator)
EARLY WINTER ENERGY

You reach high and stand tall in your life, being the sign that upholds the pinnacle position of the zodiac—the summit of 
being human and reaching elder status after much accomplishment and acclaim. You teach us all about the importance
integrity, authority, and building a solid life of timeless essence through slow and stable structuring. Your time comes just
after middle age—after others in your generation have burned out.  



Summary:  The granddaddy of our solar system! Until the telescope, your ruler, Saturn, was the furthest away planet that could be seen 
with the naked eye. Because of this many ancient myths attribute archetype around Saturn (hence you) as the end of the line, the bound-
ary, the limit, the god of time and where reality is contained. Of course in modern times, we’ve found more planets and asteroids beyond 
Saturn, but to utilize them, you have to let go of your boundaries around what you believe consciousness to be. Just as Jupiter has a 
unique relationship with the sun, Saturn has one with the moon. They seem to have opposite patterns that makes a beautiful rhythm. 
The moon is the fastest moving ruler in the zodiac, changing signs every 2.5 days, completing one tour of its synodic cycle in around 29.5 
days. Oppositely, Saturn is a very slow moving planet, changing signs every 2.5 years, completing one orbit of the zodiac in approximately 
29.5 years. These also happen to rule polar signs as the moon rules over Cancer, your axis partner. Grandmother moon is always checking 
in and taking care to nurture us, intuit things, and comfort the human experience, while Grandfather Saturn upholds tradition, focusing 
with severe dedication, and providing the structure to achieve and master life within its practical limitations. Since December of 2017, Saturn 
made his big 29.5 year return to his home sign, your sign. He’s in the process of a reset so a lot of you Capricorns are going through pret-
ty major endings and beginnings. If your birthday falls before January 3rd (or rising sign in 11 degrees or earlier), you’ve definitely had Saturn 
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cross your threshold to reignite new energy and paths. Throughout this year, those of you with birthdays before January 12th (or rising signs 
before 22 degrees) will transition from big endings to big beginnings. The later Capricorns will need to buckle down for a year of surrender, 
letting go, exhaustion, and possibly very complex scenarios. Your sign has had a confusing and tumultuous time of it for the past couple of 
years as you’ve each entered phases of ending huge cycles of life, likely indulging in some escapism. Big moments continue in your sign with 
two more heavy hitting transits taking place. First, Pluto, psychological planet of upheaval, transformation, and uprooting things blocking life 
force (often creating a figurative death and rebirth), has been in your sign since 2008. Two thirds of you have already been hit by his need 
to re-empower you, creating destruction in his wake. This year, those Capricorns born between January 10-13 (or rising signs between 20-23 
degrees) will be up. He only traverses, back and forth, approximately three degrees every year. The other big deal is the south node is newly 
in your sign since November 2018, to move out in the summer of 2020. This shows that something in you has matured that you began in 
2010/11, and is ready to be weighed and valued for exchange in the world. It will require loosening your grip on control to compromise, coop-
erate, and be in greater exchange. The nodes move in retrograde (or reverse) motion so the later Capricorns will feel the effect this year. In 
July, those born in the last half of Capricorn Season (or risings signs after 15 degrees) will experience a full moon (eclipse), when seeds from 
January’s eclipse in your sign will blossom, being on the progressed side of the south node. Marriages and divorces often happen under 
this energy, too. Not that all will go through this, but if fate is pushing you toward someone special or you’re not feeling a healthy sense of 
equality and exchange in a relationship, karma is pushing on these things during this transit. Since Saturn is a slow mover, the below quarter 
seasons will be brief and give important dates around the retrograde phase or big moments with transits to your planet. 

Winter:  The New Year started off with a bang in 2019 as the sun linked up with your ruler for their yearly boost in morale. Days later, on 
the 5th, the solar eclipse in your sign took place as you created seeds that will blossom come summer that will show you how elegant and 
ready for greater outer world interaction you are. On January 12th and 13th, Mercury in its eager morning star phase will catchup to you with 
messages, information, or opportunities in connection, community, or writing. This is your season to push forward in life as spring and sum-
mer will slow you down in a retrograde haze. 

Spring:  Starting April 30th, retrograde season will hit you. Until the end of summer calm your pace, look inward, look at life differently, find 
your depth and synthesize your inner and outer balance for greater understanding of life and what’s trying to surface around your most 
authentic passions. Don’t look at retrogrades as a bad thing. They are beautiful, but sometimes we don’t realize this until we’re out of them. 
Trust the process and be easier on yourself and life as a little more space will be given to you to dream and seek. 

Summer:  July 16th will bring a lunar eclipse in your sign with the moon siting right next to your ruler, Saturn, as well as Pluto. This will be 
intense. Something is in a growth state for you but it’s going to put pressure and intensity on you to find fairness and putting yourself in 
another’s shoes before reacting. Try to listen well and let go of trying to control everything. When something about you has ripened, some-
times it’s not used in the world as you expect. This can be hard, but its time to let go and trust that sharing something with others will 
lead to building your reputation of being able to dance and compromise in the world. In the last few days of September, on the 18th, Saturn 
will return to direct and life will slowly begin to pick up in pace.   

Autumn:  You may notice themes from spring reemerge, but this time more clarity and sureness will be felt in choices made and directions 
taken. Intensity begins to heighten the further into autumn you go: a solar eclipse on December 25th will add a unique flavor to the holiday’s 
with both extra cheer but also a lot of pressure, and Saturn moves closer and closer to Pluto, planet of transformation. Just ten days into 
2020, these two will meet up and big things are indicated for good, or difficult. It will depend on your chart and how you handle power and 
control in your life. Early in December, Jupiter will move into your sign adding a bit of luck and expansive visions to the earliest Capricorn de-
grees. This will hit each of you at some point in 2020, adding optimism to some of the more intense things going on with Pluto and eclipses. 



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
As the ruler of authority, witness the integrity you 
are under pressure to uphold. Accept praise for 
this feat. You tow the longest vertical line.

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
impeccability. Make intentions to stand tall under a 
year of reorienting maturity. Find more cooperation, 
bringing elegance and witnesses. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Centering
Clarity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationship
Fairness
Balance
Elegance

January |  Witness
CAPRICORN

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to detach from posses-
sions with an open mind, bringing value to your 
life through collaboration and breaking convention.

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture new depth be-
ing felt in your willingness to see below your surface. 
Let go of things feeling blocked from your heart and 
creative command.  

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Realm
Values

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Sharing Resources
Entanglement
Uprooting Blocks



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to detach from posses-
sions with an open mind, bringing value to your 
life through collaboration and breaking convention.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set intentions for 
bringing value to your life through your ability to 
detach from ownership of contributions, bringing 
progress to the world. Align with goodwill. 

SEED ENERGY

Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Realm
Values

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intensity
Sharing Resources
Entanglement
Uprooting Blocks

February | Exchange
CAPRICORN

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge your open-hearted and compas-
sionate way of connecting with community. Allow 
your mind to dream and connect to cosmic flow. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture strong intuition 
around optimism and vision. Protect and tend to a 
growing belief in the opportunities of life and your 
ability to use cleverness to grow.

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Community
Connection
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Belief
Expansion
Visionary Aim



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your open-hearted and compas-
sionate way of connecting with community. Allow 
your mind to dream and connect to cosmic flow.

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make intentions to under-
stand your boundaries in community and connec-
tion. Align with your open-hearted exchange but get 
familiar with your line.  

SEED ENERGY
Communication
Community
Connection
Belonging

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Belief
Expansion
Visionary Aim

March  | Boundaries
CAPRICORN

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
The rebirth season gives assertive energy to the 
roots of your life. Independence and space at home 
is key for centering yourself. Protect loved ones.

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A subtle growth can be 
felt in your aspirations. Protect and nurture the high 
reaching goals in your life through balance, imagina-
tion, and tenderness.  

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Ancestry

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Authority
Integrity



April  | Expression
CAPRICORN

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
The rebirth season gives assertive energy to the 
roots of your life. Independence and space at home 
is key for centering yourself. Protect loved ones. 

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
more centering through personal space at home 
and in family. Align with your authenticity and your 
warrior spirit to strengthen your security. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses and follow the pleasures of 
the material realm to find your creative touch. Lead 
and shine through financial command. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in 
this sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra 
pursuits. This brings extra emphasis for expressing 
and connecting in your aspirations.  

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Security
Ancestry

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Authority
Integrity

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Contribution
Innovation



May  | Revive
CAPRICORN

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses and follow the pleasures 
of the material realm to find your creative touch. 
Lead and shine through financial command. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions to open 
your heart more through slowing down to enjoy and 
value simple pleasures. Align with your creative spirit 
in the material realms. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and connection are the foundation for 
your daily rhythm. Revive a wholeness to your life 
by refining and systemizing thoughts and words.  
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Feel a soft glow in 
your connection with groups and friendships. Tend 
to growing imagination around your future and the 
changes you feel on the horizon. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Heart

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Friendship
Contribution
Innovation

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Compassion
Art
Inspiration
Surrender



June  | Spirit
CAPRICORN

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and connection are the foundation for 
your daily rhythm. Find a wholeness to your life 
through refining and systemizing thoughts and words. 

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
greater spirit and purpose through cultivating pro-
cesses and work that puts you in constant contact 
with community or information.  

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings you into the realm of giving focus 
to and listening to others. Find more cooperation 
and balance through your intuitive balance. Be in 
relationship through nurturing trust. 

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: Let go into a soft 
and nurturing glow in how you are able to forgive 
and surrender baggage. Dream grand dreams and 
be inspired by epic stories.  

SEED ENERGY
Work
Lifestyle
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Compassion
Art
Inspiration
Surrender

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Cooperation
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering



July  | Balancing
CAPRICORN

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings you into the realm of giving focus 
to and listening to others. Find more cooperation 
and balance through your intuitive balance. Be in 
relationship through nurturing trust. 

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is rising 
in your relationships. They’ve likely been complex 
and exhausting for many years but the end of a 
book brings focus to new stories.  

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on your command of power. You 
may need to witness blocks to your heart and joy, 
but this helps you to uproot and regain openness. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Use your intu-
ition to feel nurtured growth in your own self-trust. 
Channel intuition to know where you need to com-
promise or draw lines. 

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Cooperation
Fairness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

SEED ENERGY
Empowerment
Uproot Blocks
Intimacy
Shared Resources

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Comfort
Values



August  | Observation
CAPRICORN

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on your command of power. You 
may need to witness blocks to your heart and joy, 
but this helps you to uproot and regain openness. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with your heart 
and its power. Make intentions to observe where it’s 
blocked and root out the mysteries standing in its 
way to feeling joy.  

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Grand visions find your rhythm this season. Notice 
your ability to organize and systemize in your ho-
listic and natural way, things epic and large in scale. 
Push your boundaries. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Feel a soft glow 
around how you are valued and the pleasures that 
simple and slow living can instill. Let go of allowing 
uniqueness to block your confidence. 

SEED ENERGY
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Intimacy
Shared Resourc-

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Comfort
Values

SEED ENERGY
Visionary Aim
Optimism
Seeking
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Pollination

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your refined 
aim. Make intentions to expand your life through 
your ability to dig into details and systems. Shoot 
for holistic vs perfect. 
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Grand visions find your rhythm this season. No-
tice your ability to organize and systemize in your 
holistic and natural way, things epic and large in 
scale. Push your boundaries.

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Feel softness for the 
connections you circulate around on a daily and 
weekly basis. Nurture your communities in sublte 
ways and let go of of feelings of not belonging. 

SEED ENERGY
Visionary Aim
Optimism
Seeking
Belief

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Pollination

September  | Fortitude
CAPRICORN

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance envelops your style of building and hold-
ing position. Witness your ability to give fairness 
and balance through your authority. Your sense of 
relationship garners applause. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your impecca-
ble strength in balance. Make intentions to steadi-
ly build your mastery and reputation in the world 
through your harmonizing skills. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Integrity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family 
Roots
Security



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance envelops your style of building and hold-
ing position. Witness your ability to give fairness 
and balance through your authority. Your sense of 
relationship garners applause.

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel softness in the roots 
of your life, feeding and nurturing your ability to 
grow deep stability as the sun has you solidifying 
your high reach in the outer world. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Aspirations
Authority
Integrity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Family 
Roots
Security

October  | Softness
CAPRICORN

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Powerful groups and friendships come with inten-
sity. Witness blocks here and see how detaching 
from fixation can help you to better understand 
the flow of progress in your life.

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with detach-
ment. Make intentions to find your allure through 
what you can contribute vs what you can claim. 
You gain power through collaboration.

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Collaboration
Contribution

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Style
Heart
Presence
Leadership



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Powerful groups and friendships come with inten-
sity. Witness blocks here and see how detaching 
from fixation can help you to better understand 
the flow of progress in your life.

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel depth and soul-
fulness in your creative spirit. Protect and nurture 
growth taking place in the value enveloping your life. 
Let go of things you aren’t honoring. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendships
Groups
Collaboration
Contribution

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Style
Heart
Presence
Leadership

November  | Creation
CAPRICORN

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion is elusive and glamorous, living in your 
shadows. As the sun gives you a yearly peek at 
your optimistic beliefs, witness that in letting go 
of baggage, magic propels your stellar aim. 

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
belief in epic stories. Make intentions to find magic 
in your life through truth and pushing your boundar-
ies. Transcend through belief. 

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Inspiration
Surrender
Healing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Wholeness
Work
Lifestyle



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion is elusive and glamorous, living in your 
shadows. As the sun gives you a yearly peek at 
your optimistic beliefs, witness that in letting go 
of baggage, magic propels your stellar aim.  

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a soulful growth in 
the rhythms of your life, filling your soul with a sen-
sation of wholeness. Honor your mundane routines 
and processes, making them sacred. 

SEED ENERGY
Compassion
Inspiration
Surrender
Healing

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Wholeness
Work
Lifestyle

December  | Sacred Rhythm
CAPRICORN

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
We end and begin the year on your turf. Feel the 
slant of the sun on your life, reviving your align-
ment with integrity and worldly goals. Make time 
reconnect with your passions. 

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
endurance. Make intentions to honor your ability 
to focus and build one step at a time. Know your 
integrity when compromises need to be considered.

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Fairness
Cooperation



AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18

THE WATER BEARER
11TH SIGN | AIR | FIXED (stubborn)
MID WINTER ENERGY

You do it your way. No matter what others do, you’re always true to your originality bringing an electric current of progress
and co-creation to all that you do. Detaching from life due to an elders status, you have the ability to be a true friend, 
unafraid of saying it like it is in a good-willed way. You teach us all about the importance of being humane and human, kind
to all walks of life and seeing the importance of each individual in the collective makeup. The misfits and outcasts have just 
as much of a place in your circle of group movement (if not more) as those with status or popularity. Come one, come all.   



Summary:  Ruled by the 7th planet from the sun, Uranus’ uniqueness gifts you with many intriguing traits. Being the first planet discov-
ered by telescope, there is a gateway that you create to view dimension in new ways. You break a lot of rules just as Uranus marches to 
his own beat, tipped on his side, rotating at a tilt of 98 degrees—as well as rotating in the opposite direction of most other planets (save 
Venus). Also the coolest planet, you have your own coolness that is trademark. With an orbit of 84 years, your planet stays in one sign for 
approximately 7 years. This means you can really dig in and flesh out certain areas of life over the long-haul, making discoveries and chang-
ing how we think. This year is special. In the spring of 2011 this planet made a longterm shift into the sign of Aries and your 3rd house. 
Greater independence, initiative, and self-centering was reflected in your core, with a thirst for communication, connection, and community. 
You’ve been busy in high energy mode, thinking, gathering, and pollinating a lot of authenticity around humanity’s garden. Last spring Ura-
nus quickly dipped into Taurus, introducing you to something different, something more grounded and reclusive, but a retrograde brought 

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

URANUS



you back to Aries to tie up unfinished business. Early in March, this move will happen for the long-term. It’s likely that you’ve been in some 
weird limbo as this has played out, but now you can focus and dig into a new area of life, tipping it on its side while adding your cool innovative 
touch. Taurus is all about the material side of life, what and how you value, earn, and budget. This sign loves the 5 earthy senses, hence sen-
suality and slow simple pleasure. Your 4th house, that will host your ruler, is about finding security, gaining strength through nurturing, home, 
and family. It takes you underground to your roots and a need to rely on intuition as fertile soils wrap you in loving darkness. Until 2026, you are 
going to be busy breaking down how the world views, handles, and gains security through the material side of life. Environmentalism as well as 
currency and how we deal with possession is about to see our financial world break apart to better serve the masses, rather than the elite. 
You are after all about the people. You create movements and rule over group energy, especially for the purpose of innovation and progress. 

Before the discovery of Uranus, Saturn was your ruler. In my personal perspective, I don’t use Saturn too often for you, but he is a co-ruler 
should you be interested in studying his motions. I view him as having been a advocate for you until we could reach your true planetary ruler. 
But, the relationship was deeply developed so I do believe he’s on hand should you choose to tap into his movements. This year in austere Cap-
ricorn and your 12th house of art, healing, compassion, and shadows, he’s attempting to structure and bring greater meaning to your spiritual 
and artistic life. Anytime you need some compassion and inspiration, especially around things you are feeling exhausted by around aspirations, 
career, or authority, he’s there for you. Like an old-school business magnate reaching out from the beyond, he’ll likely give you loving wisdom 
wrapped in tough love advice. 

Winter:  Things may start a little slow for you in 2019 as your ruler moves through the ending two degrees of Aries. The final degrees of a sign 
can bring exhaustion, releases, but also inspired dreams. The sun will also be in your 12th house through January 19th, holding similar themes of 
recuperation and letting go of old baggage. Make extra time for sleeping, art, and healing activities. As the sun moves to your sign on the 20th 
of January, you’ll begin to slowly awaken, but you’ll still be dealing with Uranus ending his Aries tour. This creates a bit of a mixed bag for you in 
mid winter in terms of beginnings and endings. Come March 6th as Uranus makes his long-term move to Taurus, new energy will start to bub-
ble. Give it time. Don’t rush. Like waking to a new day, sometimes we’re groggy and sometimes we’re up and at it. It’’ll be a varied depending on 
your individual charts, how this will play out for you. 

Spring:  Still getting your engines up and going, your energy will align quite well with spring energy. Fresh things are starting to show color, seeds 
are vibrating and cracking, new life is springing up. A new chapter will be felt. As in all beginnings, we need to be brave and charge into situa-
tions being a little naive. Some things you push into won’t end up fitting well, but that’s part of the process right now. Just do it. Try it. See 
what works and what doesn’t. An urge to base more of your life through the grounding of home may feel important as will a new need to 
feel valued and appreciated. Voice this. When our needs change, it suits us best to speak up and tell those who can affect us, that we need a 
touch of rewiring or updates in our connections. 

Summer:  By summer, you’ll start to feel the hang of your new tempo with new understanding and information helping you to communicate 
what’s important to you and what you are hoping to turn on its side. But, you’ve been impulsive and rushed a bit too far ahead, missing a few 
pieces in the process. Come August 12th, your yearly 5 month retrograde will begin (to end January 11, 2020). This is nothing to be feared. It’s ac-
tually an ideal time to review and get a chance to give greater depth and context to what you’ve rushed into. Be open to seeing things differ-
ently. Welcome opportunities to redo things. Watch for better paths that you may have missed while looking in one direction. 

Autumn:  Perspective from the outside world will help you to shape your new lens in autumn. Share your ideas and values with others to get 
many and varied perspectives that can help inform new prerogatives. Allow yourself to be seen as a pioneer with fresh ideas, even if you’re not 
totally sure of your authority. The feedback is what you need right now and will be invaluable in helping you to identify aspirations. 



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Witness your ability to achieve and reach in the 
realms of art and spirituality. In the shadows, you 
may need to surrender complexity in authority. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
transcendent authority. Make intentions to alleviate 
suffering around worldly position through letting go 
and giving rhythm to compassion.

SEED ENERGY
Inspiration
Art
Mysticism
Surrender

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle
Process

January |  Surrender
AQUARIUS

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Acknowledge your ability to see the world from 
different angles. Risk being odd by being authenti-
cally, lovably you. Contribute to find your center. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture new growth 
in your relational life. Protect and tend to the 
heart-opening elegance and fairness, finding impulse 
in your life.  

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Fairness
Balance
Exchange



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Acknowledge your ability to see the world from 
different angles. Risk being odd by being authenti-
cally, lovably you. Contribute to find your center.

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions for 
tending to self-care and easing conflicts or harmo-
nizing that’s been difficult in the past years. Align 
with your ability to detach and love.  

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Fairness
Balance
Exchange

February | Soften
AQUARIUS

18th | PISCES SEASON
Acknowledge an ability to find value in your life 
through art and compassion. Revive new fluidity in 
giving form to your inspiration. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the soft growth 
in your need to organize and systemize entangle-
ments. Lean into intuition to find the soils that 
support your intimate intricacy. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Comfort
Values

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Shared Resources
Intensity
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Acknowledge an ability to find value in your life 
through art and compassion. Revive new fluidity in 
giving form to your inspiration. 

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
surrendering to greater things in order to feel, see, 
and touch your self-worth. Align with your ability to 
lure pleasure through tenderness. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Material Comfort
Values

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Shared Resources
Intensity
Intimacy
Uprooting Blocks

March  | Lure
AQUARIUS

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
The season of rebirth is one that is bubbling with 
connection for you. Your thoughts and way of 
connecting are very independant and bright. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in your 
seeking spirit. Nurture the elegance you bring to 
grand visions and find expansion through intuition. 
Let go of destabilizing beliefs. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Communication
Community
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim



April  | Center
AQUARIUS

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
The season of rebirth is one that is bubbling with 
connection for you. Your thoughts and way of 
connecting are very independant and bright. 

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
finding your centering through community and 
pollinating risk. Align with your pioneering ideas and 
willingness to assert in connection.

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let plea-
sure lead you to the materially sensual nesting that 
you crave. Value your roots and ancestry. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your visionary aim.  

SEED ENERGY
Connection 
Communication
Community
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Intuition
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Focus
Integrity



May  | Manifest
AQUARIUS

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let 
pleasure lead you to the materially sensual nest-
ing that you crave. Value your roots and ancestry. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
security in your life through honoring your senses 
and finding pleasure through home and family. Align 
with your valuable intuition. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
Movement and information bring creativity into 
your hands. Use your pizazz in connecting to revive 
new energy for leading and using words to shine. 
.

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Take time to nurture 
a gentle growth in your steep worldly goals. Feel 
your penetrating reach and recognize its manifesting 
powers. Let go of reputation fixations. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Intuition
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Focus
Integrity

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Leadership
Heart
Presence

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Friendships
Contribution



June  | Leap
AQUARIUS

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
Movement and information bring creativity into your 
hands. Use your pizazz in connecting to revive new 
energy for leading and using words to shine. 

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
greater courage in leading and shining with your 
ideas. Align with your intelligent heart and calm the 
anxieties that infiltrate your creativity. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings a need to feel your wholeness and 
bring your life into a well and productive rhythm. 
Use your imagination and nurturing to bring the 
divine into your mundane.

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access to 
deep intuition in your friendships and groups. Nur-
ture and tend to those who support your risks and 
leaps in life. Let go of dogmas. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Leadership
Heart
Presence

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Collaboration
Groups
Friendships
Contribution

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Purpose

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Compassion
Surrender
Healing



July  | Rectify
AQUARIUS

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings a need to feel your wholeness and 
bring your life into a well and productive rhythm. 
Use your imagination and nurturing to bring the 
divine into your mundane. 

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Your daily life has 
been complex or stagnant the past two years, but 
old cycles are coming to a close with fresh impulse 
leading your intuitive rhythms. 

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on your relational warmth. With 
your heart in new skins, be daring in how you en-
gage in giving and receiving. Find balance in loving. 
.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Be gentle and 
nurture a depth growing in your mystical profession-
alism. Find space for compromise, but know your 
boundaries around integrity. 

SEED ENERGY
Daily Rhythm
Work
Lifestyle
Purpose

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Compassion
Surrender
Healing

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Fairness
Balance
Elegance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Centering
Clarity
Personal Passions



August  | Blossom
AQUARIUS

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on your relational warmth. With 
your heart in new skins, be daring in how you en-
gage in giving and receiving. Find balance in loving. 

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fair exchange. 
Make intentions to allow risk and clarity in relation-
ships, but to be in tune with your heart to know 
what it needs in its exchanges. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Energy is felt in maturing a wholeness of Self. Mys-
tery lead to blocks in your ability to feel empowered 
by work and lifestyle. Witness and uproot where 
criticism is stuck in you. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Be gentle with subtle 
blossoming in your sense of Self. Nurture your pas-
sions with tenderness and let go of thing struggling 
to find roots in your authenticity.

SEED ENERGY
Relationships
Fairness
Balance
Elegance

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Centering
Clarity
Personal Passions

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Mystery
Uprooting Blocks
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Values
Material Comfort

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your holistic 
power. Make intentions to refine your precise life-
style through rhythm rather than perfection, and to 
override intense criticism with flexibility.
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Energy is felt in maturing a wholeness of Self. 
Mystery lead to blocks in your ability to feel em-
powered by work and lifestyle. Witness and up-
root where criticism is stuck in you.

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Gently nurture a com-
passionate growth in how you value yourself. En-
gage your senses with an open heart. Let go of 
things you are struggling to honor. 

SEED ENERGY
Intensity
Mystery
Uprooting Blocks
Empowerment

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Values
Material Comfort

September  | Naturalize
AQUARIUS

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Elegance brings optimism to your aim this season. 
Witness your ability to bring balance and fairness 
to the grandest of visions and hopes. Revive your 
belief in extraordinary relationships. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your relation-
al expansiveness. Make intentions to attract epic 
poetry into your life through relationships and/or 
fighting for the underdog. 

SEED ENERGY
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim
Greatness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Pollination
Community
Ideas



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Elegance brings optimism to your aim this season. 
Witness your ability to bring balance and fairness 
to the grandest of visions and hopes. Revive your 
belief in extraordinary relationships.

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into an intuitive 
growth around brave thoughts and bold connec-
tions. Gently confront security needs in feeling con-
nection. Let go of mental anger.  

SEED ENERGY
Optimism
Belief
Visionary Aim
Greatness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Connection
Pollination
Community
Ideas

October  | Righteous
AQUARIUS

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
Shining at the top of your chart, career and pro-
fessional precision are highlighted. Let mystery 
lead you to blocks in feeling empowered in the 
world. Uproot stuck energy around integrity.  

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Witness mystique in 
your reputation. Make intentions to align with em-
powering authorities and to empower others with 
your position. Strengthen precision. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Aspirations
Integrity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Roots
Family
Security



1st  |SCORPIO SEASON cont.
Shining at the top of your chart, career and pro-
fessional precision are highlighted. Let mystery 
lead you to blocks in feeling empowered in the 
world. Uproot stuck energy around integrity.  

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel nurturance in the 
roots of your life. Allow pleasure to tend to your 
intuitive senses, heightening your feelings of self-
worth through grounding. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reputation
Aspirations
Integrity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Roots
Family
Security

November  | Sensitivity
AQUARIUS

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and optimism break you out of old ruts 
as your goodwill makes you the ultimate friend. 
Revive a focus for bringing luck and belief to the 
groups you entertain.  

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
ultimate belief in the future of humanity. Be the 
shining star that gives hope to the masses and let 
go of dogmas that stifle freedom. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendship
Collaboration
Innovation
Rule Breaking

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Heart
Leadership
Presence



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and optimism break you out of old ruts 
as your goodwill makes you the ultimate friend. 
Revive a focus for bringing luck and belief to the 
groups you entertain. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner glow 
around your creative ideas and command of con-
nection. Nurture and tend to budding mentalities 
that need calmness to grow. 

SEED ENERGY
Friendship
Collaboration
Innovation
Rule Breaking

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creativity
Heart
Leadership
Presence

December  | Calm
AQUARIUS

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
It’s a season to decompress, surrender to greater 
things, and allow healing in. Give your complexities 
around integrity and reputation over to cosmic 
spaces and feel its soothing flow.  

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with great-
er powers. Make intentions to release baggage 
around professional or ambitious complexity. Create 
meaning through your integrity.  

SEED ENERGY
Healing
Surrender
Mysticism
Inspiration

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Wellness
Daily Rhythm
Purpose



PISCES
February 19 - March 20

THE FISH
12TH SIGN | WATER | MUTABLE (flexible)
LATE WINTER ENERGY

Compassion and tenderness are your middle name being the final and most elder sign of the zodiac. It’s through your ability
to forgive, surrender, and understand the oneness of all that you have a secret connection to inspired composition, magic, 
and the spiritual meaning of life. You teach us all about the importance of believing in things greater than Self and how
this can help you transcend some of life’s most complex circumstances. If you can avoid escapism, you can heal much in
the world, thus in yourself. 



Summary:  Inching along in direct motion and wandering away nearly half of every year in retrograde, you certainly have your own pace in 
life. The normal pressures that others submit themselves to may not be your cup of tea as you seek the ideal and spiritual side of things. 
As above, so below, you need more space being the furthest out planet in our solar system (now that Pluto has been downgraded to a 
dwarf planet). And though your rhythm may seem slow to others, if they stick around long enough they’ll see that it’s only because you 
have genius pulsing through you that takes time to compose with all of the complexity that you allow into your loose boundaries. You 
have a knack with mathematics, art, chemistry, and hard to comprehend mysticism. Taking nearly 14 years to move through a sign, Nep-

2019 SEASONAL OVERVIEW

NEPTUNE



tune’s a little over half way through its tour of his home sign, your sign of Pisces. This is like a big reset to a new very long tour of the 
zodiac. You’re in the midst of reinventing yourself, updating your identity, and aligning with personal passions and agendas. There’s possi-
bly more Self identifying pushing through you than you are comfortable with being the sign least connected to ego and most connected 
to universal energy. An octave higher than Venus’ resonance, you also connect with love, but rather than one-on-one romantic love, yours 
is one more healing, with deep compassion and tenderness for dissolved boundaries where everything can be seen as part of everything. 
This year, three squares to your co-ruler, Jupiter (the planet that ruled your sign before Neptune was discovered) will take place, adding 
some shots of challenging growth and expansion through your achievements and career aims. Publishing, PR, philosophy, academia, and 
travel are few areas that may feel torque in how you are building your public position. Tensions bring dynamic heat and change that will 
ultimately bring successes. 

Winter:  In direct motion all winter and the sun placing a spotlight on the areas of your chart most similar to your personal energy, it’s a 
season that will give you time and space to do things the way you want. Ease into the year and embrace the complex tones of winter 
that you’re masterful at engaging. Art, creation, and dreams will welcome you to a year more lively than last. January 13th and 14th will 
hold the first of your three squares to Jupiter (and the only one when both planets are in direct motion). Take advantage of this by push-
ing your boundaries around what you want recognition around. March 6th places a spotlight directly on Neptune as the sun visits. This 
will highlight your glamorous and ethereal charms. 

Spring:  Take advantage of spring’s bubbling energy to get things done. The last day of this season on June 21st, Neptune will turn retro-
grade for the rest of the year. Only a few days earlier on June 16th, the second Neptune Jupiter square will take place. With this timing 
aligned near Sagittarius’ full moon (June 17th), all things career will be very fertile in your life. Push yourself past what you think you are 
capable of and you WILL surprise yourself. 

Summer:  During summer, you may come face to face with some of your daemons. Yours is an energy that knows how to spin spells and 
glamors, creating illusions around what others see. When your planet is in retrograde, the mists that you have access to clear out and the 
truth of your secrets can come toppling down upon you. Keep this in mind as you charm your way through the first half of the year. The 
less deceptive you are the less you’ll have to face consequences in the summer and autumn. 

Autumn:  The first day of autumn, at the equinox, you’ll be coming off of the final Neptune Jupiter square. Reflect back on the events and 
challenges this has brought into your life. Although some of it was challenging, recognize how it’s pushed you in ways that have strength-
ened you. Lots of openings and choices put pressure on your shoulders, but by now, you will start to see how this has expanded your life 
and personal sense of Self in amazing ways. Be open to opportunity and get clear about how big you are willing to make your life. 



1st | CAPRICORN SEASON
Acknowledge authority you’ve honed in being a 
soldier for change and resistance in a world of 
worthy causes. Revive an integrity in goodwill. 

5th | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
integrity in causes. Make intentions to bring rhythm 
and wholeness to your ability to structure and bring 
reputation to groups. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendship
Causes
Humanity

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Style
Heart
Presence
Leadership

January |  Heart Opening
PISCES

20th | AQUARIUS SEASON
Witness a glamorizing of group energy and a need 
to escape through groups or from groups. Revive 
a magic touch you have in change making. 

20th | LEO LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture bold new 
growth taking place in your command of work and 
daily processes. Be gentle and tender to protect 
fresh roots bringing energy to your days. 

SEED ENERGY
Surrender
Inspiration
Openness
Magic

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle
Wellness



1st | AQUARIUS SEASON cont.
Witness a glamorizing of group energy and a need 
to escape through groups or from groups. Revive 
a magic touch you have in change making. 

4th | AQUARIUS NEW MOON: Set new intentions let-
ting go of baggage in groups, for inspiring and being 
inspired by friends, and collaborate in artistic and 
compassionate ways. 

SEED ENERGY
Surrender
Inspiration
Openness
Magic

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythm
Lifestyle
Wellness

February | Slowly
PISCES

18th | PISCES SEASON
Witness your gentle touch and the soft, slow res-
onance that allows you to channel the magic of 
the universe. Revive to your fluid ways. 

19th | VIRGO FULL MOON: Nurture the practicali-
ties of your relationships and find your personal life 
balance. Generate exchange with others through an 
organic and holistic touch. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness



1st  | PISCES SEASON cont.
Witness your gentle touch and the soft, slow res-
onance that allows you to channel the magic of 
the universe. Revive to your fluid ways. 

6th | PISCES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
getting in touch with what you want, where your 
passions are stirring, and that give you centering. 
Align with your needs and boundaries. 

SEED ENERGY
Self
Personal Passion
Clarity
Centering

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Relationships
Balance
Harmonizing
Fairness

March  | Stand
PISCES

20th | SPRING EQUINOX | ARIES SEASON
This season awakens your senses and through 
that you find your strength and centering. Honor 
the boldness of your value and voice your needs. 

20th | LIBRA FULL MOON: A glow can be felt in how 
you use harmony to share your inner and outer 
resources. Nurture and protect this fertile time of 
finding depth and richness in sharing. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Values
Voice

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Entanglement
Uprooting Blocks



April  | Contain
Pisces

1st  | ARIES SEASON cont.
This season awakens your senses, and through 
that you find your strength and centering. Honor 
the boldness of your value and voice your needs.  

5th  | ARIES NEW MOON: Make intentions around 
the worth you wish to contain and grow. Give form 
to your assertive confidence and align with your 
valuing of independence. 

19th  | TAURUS SEASON
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let plea-
sure lead you to connection and the enjoyment of 
words. Revive your voice in community. 
.

19th  | LIBRA FULL MOON: A second full moon in this 
sign signifies a rare depth growing in our Libra pur-
suits. For you, this brings extra emphasis to needing 
to nurture your empowerment. 

SEED ENERGY
Self-Worth
Pleasure
Values
Voice

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Intimacy
Shared Resources
Entanglement
Uprooting Blocks

SEED ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Expansion
Visionary Aim
Broadening Horizons



May  | Wave
PISCES

1st  | TAURUS SEASON cont.
Drop into your senses. Smell, touch, taste. Let plea-
sure lead you like a wave to connection and the en-
joyment of words. Revive your voice in community. 

4th  | TAURUS NEW MOON: Make intentions to find 
greater belonging and community in life through the 
pleasure and value you bring to connection. Honor 
your words and ideas. 

21st  | GEMINI SEASON
The roots of you life are alive now. Notice how 
your private life and home flourish through a love 
of communication and community. Revive family 
connection.  

18th  | SCORPIO FULL MOON: Nurture fertile expan-
sion in your life. Witness mysteries that will lead you 
to blocks in your faith and optimism. Uproot and 
empower your visioary aim. 

SEED ENERGY
Connection
Communication
Community
Pollination

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Seeking
Expansion
Visionary Aim
Broadening Horizons

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Authority
Integrity
Reputation



June  | Purify
PISCES

1st  | GEMINI SEASON cont.
The roots of you life are alive now. Notice how 
your private life and home flourish through a love 
of communication and community. Revive family 
connection.  

3rd | GEMINI NEW MOON: Make intentions to re-
lease baggage back to the earth around family 
connection, mentalities around self-care, and anxiety 
around intuition. Align with purified roots. 

21st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON
Summer brings your creative presence into the light. 
Your soulful and imaginative command asks that 
you find outlets to lead and shine. Let your intuition 
take charge.  

17th  | SAGITTARIUS FULL MOON: There is access 
intuitive depth and subtle growth in your career 
aims. Reach with gentle nurturing for the stars and 
expansive aim that you cherish. 

SEED ENERGY
Home
Family
Roots
Security

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Career
Authority
Integrity
Reputation

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Playfulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Friendship
Co-Creation
Humanity
Change



July  | Focus
PISCES

1st  | SUMMER SOLSTICE | CANCER SEASON cont.
Summer brings your creative presence into the 
light. Your soulful and imaginative command asks 
that you find outlets to lead and shine. Let your 
intuition take charge.  

2nd  | CANCER SOLAR ECLIPSE: Fresh energy is 
peeking through in your creative life. It may have felt 
confusing or stagnant for some years but old chap-
ters closing are bringing new life.

22nd  | LEO SEASON
The spotlight is on your work and daily rhythms 
with Leo’s warming ways. Revive your focus on find-
ing fun and leadership through work. Be playful with 
your days.

16th  | CAPRICORN LUNAR ECLIPSE: Nurture growth 
taking place in the groups and friendships in your 
life. Find focus and dedication around your integrity 
with causes and collaborations. 

SEED ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Playfulness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Friendship
Co-Creation
Humanity
Change

SEED ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythm
Wellness
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Inspiration
Mysticism
Healing



August  | Quiet
PISCES

1st  |  LEO SEASON cont.
The spotlight is on your work and daily rhythms 
with Leo’s warming ways. Revive your focus on find-
ing fun and leadership through work. Be playful with 
your days.

July 31st  | LEO NEW MOON: Align with fresh and bold 
creativity in how you systemize and organize your 
leadership and creative spirit. Let your heart lead you 
to the daily rhythms it craves. 

23rd | VIRGO SEASON
Balance is on your mind as others start to push 
and pull for your attention. Find a rhythm with your 
giving and receiving to cultivate an elegant balance 
between Self and other. 

15th | AQUARIUS FULL MOON: Make space and time 
for quiet to hear the stirrings of roots growing into 
cosmic places. Find connection to electric informa-
tion through channels unseen. 

SEED ENERGY
Work
Daily Rhythm
Wellness
Wholeness

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Art
Inspiration
Mysticism
Healing

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Elegance
Cooperation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Clarity
Centering

30th | VIRGO NEW MOON: Align with your organic 
harmonizing. Make intentions to honor the whole-
ness of others rather than the perfect version you’d 
like to help them become.  
.



1st  |  VIRGO SEASON
Balance is on your mind as others start to push 
and pull for your attention. Find a rhythm with 
your giving and receiving to cultivate an elegant 
balance between Self and other. 

13th  | PISCES FULL MOON: Feel the depth in your 
center. Your personal soils are at the height of their 
fertile nurturing. Tend to your needs, express de-
sires, and let go of anything inauthentic

SEED ENERGY
Relationship
Balance
Elegance
Cooperation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self
Personal Passions
Clarity
Centering

September  | Express
PISCES

23rd  | AUTUMN EQUINOX | LIBRA SEASON
Mystery and allure heighten and can lead you 
to blocks in your relational harmonizing. Witness 
things stuck in your ability to find balance and 
trust in others. Uproot in order to empower your 
life with elegance. 

28th  | LIBRA NEW MOON: Align with your coopera-
tion in intimacy and sharing. Make intentions to find 
how fairness and equality empower you and where 
balance may tip in power dynamics.

SEED ENERGY
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Entanglement

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Voice



1st  |  LIBRA SEASON cont.
Mystery and allure heighten and can lead you 
to blocks in your relational harmonizing. Witness 
things stuck in your ability to find balance and 
trust in others. Uproot in order to empower your 
life with elegance.  

13th  | ARIES FULL MOON: Feel into your intuitive 
senses. Nurture tender growth in how your inde-
pendence and clear voice is being valued in material 
ways. Let go of stubbornness. 

SEED ENERGY
Shared Resources
Empowerment
Uprooting Blocks
Entanglement

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Self-Worth
Value
Pleasure
Voice

October  | Prosperous
PISCES

23rd  | SCORPIO SEASON
This is a season to embrace the deep inner wells 
of your strength. Power can be yours in expansive 
and visionary ways, but you may need to witness 
blocks to your beliefs first. 

27th  | SCORPIO NEW MOON: Align with an empow-
ered vision. Make intentions to bring sharing and 
intimacy into how you push your boundaries and 
open new doors in your life.

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Belief
Visionary Aim
Expansion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Community
Connection 
Pollination
Communication



1st  | SCORPIO SEASON cont.
This is a season to embrace the deep inner wells 
of your strength. Power can be yours in expansive 
and visionary ways, but you may need to witness 
blocks to your beliefs first. 

12th  | TAURUS FULL MOON: Feel sweet nectars and 
fertile growth in your connections. Tend to your 
value of and in groups and slowly generate form for 
your ideas. Let go of fixed attitudes. 

SEED ENERGY
Seeking
Belief
Visionary Aim
Expansion

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Community
Connection 
Pollination
Communication

November  | Generating
PISCES

22nd  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON
Expansion and philosophy have you towing a 
steep line as you reach slowly and boldly for stars 
from the tops of mountains and high-rises. Re-
vived aspirations are bold and visionary.  

26th  |  SAGITTARIUS NEW MOON: Align with your 
boundary pushing integrity. Make intentions to build 
slowly yet with great focus, the achievement and 
worldly position that is great and civilized.

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reach
Integrity
Authority

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Roots
Ancestry
Security



1st  | SAGITTARIUS SEASON cont.
Expansion and philosophy have you towing a 
steep line as you reach slowly and boldly for stars 
from the tops of mountains and high-rises. Re-
vived aspirations are bold and visionary. 

11th  | GEMINI FULL MOON: Feel a deep inner growth 
in the roots of your life. Use words and communi-
cation in tender ways to nurture this fertile time in 
home and family. Calm your anxieties. 

SEED ENERGY
Career
Reach
Integrity
Authority

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Home
Roots
Ancestry
Security

December  | Luminous
PISCES

21st  | WINTER SOLSTICE | CAPRICORN SEASON
Ending the year with groups and friendships is a 
perfect way to celebrate accomplishments and let 
go of disappointments since January. Find bright-
ness and progress through co-creation.  

25th  | CAPRICORN SOLAR ECLIPSE: Align with your 
reliable contributions to collective work. Make inten-
tions to be more cooperative yet know your integri-
ty in group affairs. 

SEED ENERGY
Groups
Friendships
Innovation
Co-Creation

BLOSSOMING ENERGY
Creative Style
Presence
Leadership
Command
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